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AUTHOR DON BELT AND HIS INTERPRETER INTERVIEW TALIBAN WOMEN UNDER SIEGE AT THE RED MOSQUE IN 
ISLAMABAD, PAKISTAN. THE MOSQUE WAS LATER ATTACKED AND DESTROYED BY THE PAKISTANI ARMY.



Introduction

ON EVERY NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENT, the most important 
question I ask goes something like this: What is the essence of this 
place? On a story like Pakistan—a poor, ethnically diverse, deeply 
unstable country of 180 million people stretching from the Persian 
Gulf to China—coming up with an answer to that question may take 
weeks, but it provides the foundation of my narrative. ere are, of 
course, many other things to worry about, starting with the 
mundane practicalities of working in any con"ict zone. Visas are 
hard to come by, permissions tough to arrange. Logistics of travel 
can be a nightmare. Security is always an issue, and it’s a given that 
the mukhabarat, or secret police, are monitoring your every move. 

In Syria the trick was to shake free of government control long 
enough to witness the truth of how ordinary people cope with a 
tyrannical regime. In India, it was #nding a way to report on the 
millions of people the 21st century “fast lane” is leaving behind—
and not getting my skull cracked during a land riot. e Arab 
Christians story presented a different challenge, rendering the plight 
of a dwindling minority, in politically charged circumstances, across 
some of the most contentious borders in the world. And in Israel’s 
Galilee, I went to report on a “bridge” to Middle East peace and 
found, in the aermath of back-to-back terrorist attacks (one Jewish, 
one Arab), a much more complicated route leading deep into the 
heart of the con"ict. Once there, I had to fully live in that place for 
awhile, long enough to form a new and truer answer to my original 
question. And that, in the end, became the story.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ☯
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Struggle for the Soul of Pakistan

Sixty years after its founding as a homeland for India’s Muslims, 
Pakistan straddles the fault line between moderate and militant 
Islam. Its dilemma is a cautionary tale for the post-9/11 world.

by Don Belt

IF THERE IS AN ADDRESS, an exact location for the ri tearing Pakistan 
apart, and possibly the world, it is a spot 17 miles (28 kilometers) west of 
Islamabad called the Margalla Pass. Here, at a limestone cliff in the 
middle of Pakistan, the mountainous west meets the Indus River Valley, 
and two ancient, and very different, civilizations collide. 

To the southeast, unfurled to the horizon, lie the fertile lowlands of the 
Indian subcontinent, realm of peasant farmers on steamy plots of land, 
bright with colors and the splash of serendipitous gods. To the west and 
north stretch the harsh, windswept mountains of Central Asia, land of 
herders and raiders on horseback, where man fears one God and takes 
no prisoners.
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is is also where two con$icting forms of Islam meet: the relatively 
relaxed and tolerant Islam of India, versus the rigid fundamentalism 
of the Afghan frontier. Beneath the surface of Pakistan, these opposing 
forces grind against each other like two vast geologic plates, rattling 
teacups from Lahore to London, Karachi to New York. e clash 
between moderates and extremists in Pakistan today re$ects this ri, 
and can be seen as a microcosm for a larger struggle among Muslims 
everywhere. So when the earth trembles in Pakistan, the world pays 
attention.

Travel 8,000 miles (13,000 kilometers) across this troubled country, as I 
did recently, and it becomes obvious that, 60 years aer its founding, 
Pakistan still occupies unsettled ground. Traumatized by multiple wars 
with India, a parade of military strongmen (including the current 
president, Gen. Pervez Musharraf), and in%ghting among ethnic groups
—Punjabi, Sindhi, Baluchi, Pashtun—Pakistan’s 165 million people have 
never fully united as one nation, despite being 97 percent Muslim. 

To hold the country together, successive governments have spent billions 
on the military, creating a pampered and self-serving monolith of mostly 
Punjabi generals while neglecting the basic needs of the people, for 
justice, health, education, security, and hope. Lately, these grievances 
have spilled onto the streets, as lawyers and other opponents challenge 
Pakistan’s military government and demand a return to civilian, 
democratic rule. Meanwhile, six years aer 9/11, the forces of Islamic 
radicalism are gaining strength and challenging Pakistan’s moderate 
majority for the soul of the country.

It’s not just the surging homegrown Taliban, which in one two-week 
period this year scorched and bloodied the streets of half a dozen cities 
with suicide bombs. Or the al Qaeda %ghters who prowl the western 
mountains of Waziristan, butchering anyone suspected of being an 
American spy. Just as chilling are the “night letters” posted on public 
buildings, warning that all girls, upon threat of death, must wear head-
to-toe burkas and stop attending school. Or, in a rising tide of 
intimidation, the murders of teachers and doctors and human rights 
workers accused of “crimes against Islam.” But perhaps the most telling 
evidence of all was my encounter with a 22-year-old woman named 
Umme Ayman, who seemed all too eager to die.
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I CANNOT SEE HER FACE, or even her eyes, but I can tell you that Ayman 
is an impressive young woman. She wears glasses under a black veil and 
speaks in short, eruptive bursts of English that sound like well-rehearsed 
lines in a school play. She and a group of 200 female religious students 
have taken over a public children’s library in Islamabad. ey are 
protesting the destruction of mosques run by radical clerics that the 
government says were built without permits. Riot police, bristling with 
sidearms and batons, have encircled the library and ordered the students 
to leave. But Ayman is in no mood to listen.

“We are not terrorists,” she says. “We are students. We wish to spread 
Islam over all the world. If America wants to end Islam, then we are 
prepared to die defending our faith. We have said our goodbyes.” Ayman 
and the other women sit around the library’s circular tables in tiny chairs 
meant for children. Amid shelves lined with children’s storybooks, they 
have posted signs reading “Allah is for Muslims, not in%dels.” Across the 
street, their parents have been holding an anxious vigil for weeks.

“Our fate is with Allah,” Ayman says, as other protesters gather around, 
“but if the government grants our demands, there will be no problem.” 
And what are those demands? “To rebuild the mosques and to make 
Pakistan an Islamic state.” Half a dozen veiled heads bob in agreement.

From the start, the founders of Pakistan intended their nation to be a 
refuge for Muslims, not an Islamic state. Pakistan was created when 
India, a British colony for nearly a hundred years, gained its 
independence and was partitioned into two countries along a hastily 
drawn border. Pakistan’s %rst leader, Mohammed Ali Jinnah, and his 
brain trust of secular intellectuals created a $edgling democracy that 
gave Islam a cultural, rather than political, role in national life. eir 
Pakistan was to be a model of how Islam, merged with democratic 
ideals, could embrace the modern world. “Muslims would cease to be 
Muslims, not in the religious sense,” Jinnah said in his inaugural address, 
but “as citizens of the state.”

Sixty years later, having been educated in schools that teach mainly the 
Koran, the young women in the library are stunned when I mention 
Jinnah’s secular vision for Pakistan. “at is a lie,” Ayman says, her voice 
shaking with fury. “Everyone knows Pakistan was created as an Islamic 
state, according to the will of Allah. Where did you read this thing?” 
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Such is the certainty of Pakistan’s Islamists, whose loud assertions give 
them political in$uence far beyond their numbers.

e women may be on the front lines of this protest, but it’s clear the 
clerics in the mosque next door are calling the shots. e children’s 
library is a few yards from one of the most radical mosques in Pakistan, 
Lal Masjid, or Red Mosque, which has posted dozens of lean young 
jihadists in black turbans around the library, brandishing swords, staffs, 
axes, and AK-47s. e men from the mosque include pro-Taliban clerics 
and Javed Ibrahim Paracha, a bearded, heavyset former member of 
parliament who has been dubbed “al Qaeda’s lawyer” for successfully 
representing several hundred jihadists captured in Pakistan aer 9/11. 
He explains what emboldens these young women to risk their lives for 
Islam: “is government has lost all credibility,” he says. “People look at 
Musharraf and they see a U.S. puppet who’s willing to declare war on 
fellow Muslims to satisfy America. ey also see his generals getting 
rich, while they’re getting poorer every day. People are losing hope. 
Pakistan and its government are becoming two different things. is will 
have to change, and soon.”

A week later, the standoff comes to an apparent end aer the 
government backs down and agrees to start rebuilding the mosques.   
e children’s library is stripped of all books deemed un-Islamic, and the 
students take over. In the capital, a mere ten minutes’ drive from the 
presidential palace, the Islamists have won. (Months later, as this story 
goes to press, the government %nally stormed the Red Mosque and killed 
scores of militants. Umme Ayman survived.)

More than anyone, it was General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq who created 
Pakistan’s current generation of Islamic radicals, and the climate in 
which they thrive. A Punjabi general with a pencil-thin mustache and 
raccoon circles under his eyes, Zia seized power in a coup in 1977, had 
the democratically elected prime minister tried and hanged, and 
promptly pressed for the Islamization of Pakistan, calling for more 
religion in the classroom and the use of punishments such as $ogging 
and amputations for crimes against Islam. To Zia, Pakistan’s secular 
founders, with their emphasis on Muslim culture, had it exactly 
backward. “We were created on the basis of Islam,” Zia said, and he set 
out to remake democratic Pakistan as a strict Islamic state—although a 
large majority of Pakistanis were, and remain, moderates.
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Whether by temperament or tradition, most Pakistani Muslims are more 
comfortable with the mystical and ecstatic rituals of Barelvi Islam, a 
colorful blend of Indian Islamic practice and Su%sm. For a Punjabi 
farmer whose crop has just come in, it has always been more satisfying 
to hang out at a Su% shrine listening to qawwali music and watching 
dervishes whirl than reciting the Koran in a fundamentalist mosque. 
Most Pakistanis, though powerless to resist, were lukewarm to Zia’s 
Islamization program, as was much of the outside world.

at all changed in December 1979, when the Soviet Union invaded 
neighboring Afghanistan, driving hundreds of thousands of Afghan 
refugees—mainly conservative Pashtun tribesmen—across the border 
into Pakistan. Within months Zia’s Islamist dream got a huge boost: e 
United States and Saudi Arabia joined Pakistan in a covert alliance to 
supply arms, training, and billions of dollars to an anti-Soviet insurgency 
in Afghanistan. e motto of Zia’s army—Jihad in the Service of Allah—
became a rallying cry for thousands of mujahideen training in camps 
funded by the CIA in Pakistan’s North-West Frontier Province. Over 
time, Zia’s agenda, and that of the United States, became 
indistinguishable: If Zia wanted to Islamize Pakistan while mobilizing 
support for the anti-Soviet jihad, all the more power to him. Besides, the 
fundamentalist madrassas of northwestern Pakistan made excellent 
recruiting centers for mujahideen—young %ghters who saw the struggle 
against the Soviets as a holy war.

During the 1980s, as the mujahideen prevailed against the Soviets in 
Afghanistan, the winds of extremism blowing from the northwest began 
to chill all of Pakistan. Millions of dollars from Saudi Arabia $owed into 
the hard-line Sunni madrassas clustered along Pakistan’s border with 
Afghanistan, which eventually spread across Pakistan. Not all Pakistani 
madrassas today are fundamentalist or radical. Some are shoestring 
operations run by moderate clerics to meet the educational needs of the 
poor. But the majority—more than 60 percent—are affiliated with the 
fundamentalist Deobandi sect, an austere interpretation of Islam that 
calls for a rejection of modernity and a return to the “pure,” seventh-
century Islam of the Prophet Muhammad. Politically savvy and 
extremely well funded, more than 10,000 of these schools operate across 
Pakistan today, compared with fewer than 1,000 before General Zia took 
power. ousands more operate unofficially.
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By the time Zia died in a mysterious 1988 plane crash, the Islamization 
of Pakistan was well under way. e following year, the Soviet Union, 
preoccupied with its own implosion, pulled its demoralized troops from 
Afghanistan. e U.S. promptly declared victory and returned home, 
leaving the Afghan people to the chaotic rule of the mujahideen 
warlords. One crucial chapter in the story of radical Islam’s ascendancy 
had come to a close. e one we are still living had just begun. Osama 
bin Laden and other leaders of the Afghan jihad now moved freely in 
and out of northwestern Pakistan and its Federally Administered Tribal 
Areas. e madrassas swelled with the children of the Zia Generation. In 
the rugged mountainous land shared by Afghanistan and Pakistan, the 
seeds of the Taliban, and al Qaeda, had been sown.

“Yes, there are extremists here,” says Pakistani novelist Mohsin Hamid. 
“But they are a small minority in a nation of 165 million people. Most of 
us want nothing to do with violence.” is is true. But like moderates 
everywhere, those in Pakistan have a hard time being heard over the 
racket rising up from their streets and television sets, a raucous 
soundtrack of religious sermonizing, Indo-Pakistani saber rattling, and a 
general gnashing of teeth that passes for public discourse. Ordinary 
people are also sti$ed by a government and police force that are among 
the most corrupt in the world, led by an army that answers to no one. 
But it is a measure of the country’s underlying goodness, and a sign of 
hope, that 60 years aer independence the most revered %gure in 
Pakistan is not a mullah or a sports hero, but a 79-year-old man who 
routinely washes dried blood off dead bodies and %shes his clothes from 
a donation barrel.

ABDUL SATTAR EDHI began serving his fellow citizens a few years aer 
the founding of Pakistan, when he opened a free clinic in Karachi. Later 
he bought a dented Hillman station wagon, its blue paint peeling, and 
turned it into Pakistan’s %rst private ambulance. He shuttled poor people 
to medical care and collected the bodies of the city’s homeless from the 
gutters, washed them, and gave them a proper burial. “I felt it was my 
duty as a human being,” he says, recalling the revulsion he learned to 
overcome. “It was obvious the government wasn’t going to do it.”

Decades later, that hasn’t changed. While the military accounts for a 
quarter of the national budget, less than 3 percent is spent on education, 
health, and public welfare. And so Edhi still tends to Pakistan’s dirty 
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work, body by body. His one-man charity is now an acclaimed 
international foundation. His single, beat-up old station wagon has 
grown into a $eet of 1,380 little white ambulances positioned across 
Pakistan, tended by thousands of volunteers. ey are usually %rst to 
arrive on the scene of any tragedy. In May 2002, when police found the 
remains of Daniel Pearl, the Wall Street Journal reporter murdered in 
Karachi, it was Edhi who gently collected the body parts, all ten, and 
took Daniel Pearl to the morgue.

Edhi was born in the Indian town of Bantva, 250 miles (400 kilometers) 
from Mumbai. As a teenager, he’d gone with his father to hear Jinnah, the 
tall, gaunt, visionary founder of Pakistan, deliver a speech urging local 
Muslims to join him in the new country. At %rst his father hesitated. But 
during partition, when Hindu mobs began marauding nearby, the family 
joined the more than 14 million people from both countries—Muslims, 
Hindus, and Sikhs—who $ed their homes and crossed to the other side 
of the line. As many as a million people died in sectarian riots, 
massacres, and killings along the way.

Edhi’s family came by ship, landing on September 6, 1947, three weeks 
aer Pakistan came into being, amid throngs of people shouting 
“Pakistan zindabad—long live Pakistan!” Within an hour, as he walked 
the streets of his new home, he saw a Hindu man murdered by a mob of 
young Muslim boys. “ey stabbed him over and over with a knife, and 
I’ll never forget watching him writhe in pain on the ground. All over 
Karachi, Hindus were packing up and running away, exactly as we’d done 
in India. Just like that, our joy turned to horror and shame. at’s what I 
remember about partition.”

Edhi’s adopted city of Karachi has grown from a population of 450,000 
in 1947 to a surging metropolis of more than 15 million people. It may 
be the most cosmopolitan of Pakistan’s cities, but it is among the most 
dangerous as well—a place where Pakistan’s widening gap between rich 
and poor is on full display. Karachi is a sprawling universe of ramshackle 
neighborhoods that radiate north, west, and east from the glitzy seaside 
hotels, office towers, and diplomatic fortresses downtown, where car 
bombs are an occupational hazard and personal security a billion-dollar-
a-year business. Al Qaeda and other terrorist groups are known to 
operate in the squalid “no go” neighborhoods of Karachi, beyond the 
reach of police and perhaps even Inter-Services Intelligence, Pakistan’s 
powerful military intelligence agency.
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In the middle of all this sits Edhi, a digni%ed man wearing a gray shalwar 
kameez (Pakistan’s national dress) and a furry black cap in the style 
Jinnah wore—a %tting touch in a man who describes himself as a “super 
patriot.” In a neighborhood of litter-strewn streets, Edhi’s headquarters is 
a cluttered office that adjoins the two small rooms where he lives with his 
wife, Bilquis, his partner in the foundation. Edhi’s operation relies on 
donations; he refuses to accept government money or even a ride in 
someone else’s car. He travels by ambulance, in case someone needs help 
along the way. Outside Edhi’s office, a metal crib is stationed on the 
stairway beneath a sign reading, “Don’t Kill Your Baby.” Every Edhi 
Foundation office in the country has such a crib, where a mother can 
leave an unwanted baby, no questions asked. Edhi’s Karachi office alone 
receives 90 babies a month, half of them alive.

Today a young nurse in a head scarf brings in a newborn le in the crib 
overnight, a girl wrapped in a so $oral blanket, perhaps four days old, 
her arms and legs shrunken and dis%gured. e nurse places her on 
Edhi’s desk, like a gi. He picks up the infant and gently strokes her 
malformed hands with his %nger, whispering to her in Gujarati, his 
native language, his long gray beard tickling her nose. As this little girl 
grows, she’ll be given medical care in one of the foundation’s clinics, 
sheltered in its orphanage, educated in one of its schools, and sent forth 
into a carefully arranged marriage with job skills and a dowry. Edhi has 
given away hundreds of brides at the foundation’s wedding facility, a 
cross between a Bollywood set and the Elvis Suite at a Las Vegas hotel, 
with a bed in the shape of a heart. A bulletin board in the lobby is %lled 
with dozens of wedding pictures, each happy bride a miracle child 
plucked from Edhi’s rescue cradle.

Despite his sel$ess deeds, Edhi is oen attacked as “un-Islamic” by 
Pakistan’s hard-line mullahs, who cite his policy on in%dels. He has 
none. Edhi never asks whether an abandoned child, a psychiatric patient, 
a dead person, or a battered woman is Sunni or Shiite, Hindu or 
Christian—or, for that matter, Punjabi or Sindhi, Baluchi or Pashtun, 
Mohajir or Kashmiri. “I’m a Muslim,” says Edhi, “but my true religion is 
human rights.”

In modern Pakistan, that’s an increasingly lonely position. ere are 
many thousands of dedicated doctors, lawyers, teachers, social workers, 
and humanitarians—including some in government—who, like Edhi, are 
working to move their country forward, but the space in which they 
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operate is shrinking. Recently, at Musharraf ’s bidding, parliament passed 
a bill to restrict the activities of NGOs and human rights groups. Even as 
he promotes “enlightened moderation,” Musharraf accuses such groups 
of humiliating Pakistan by publicizing abuses, and declares them a threat 
to the national interest.

Such rhetoric only emboldens the Islamists, whose in$uence is growing 
across Pakistan. Edhi gets half a dozen death threats a week, ranging 
from crank calls to serious warnings that made him temporarily $ee the 
country. Religious militants harass his offices—a campaign orchestrated, 
Edhi believes, by Pakistan’s Islamist political parties, which compete with 
him for %nancial support. A few years ago, a new Edhi Foundation 
hospital, which cost three million dollars to build, was taken over by 
students from a radical madrassa north of Karachi. Intimidated by the 
mullahs, the police refused to act on Edhi’s complaint, and his hospital is 
now a dormitory, with student laundry—black turbans favored by the 
Taliban—$apping from the windows, like $ags over conquered territory.

Highways in Pakistan are a kind of national theater, in which throngs of 
people, nearly all men, hunker down on the roadside like spectators at a 
cock%ght, keenly observing all that passes with an air of amused 
expectation. Stop along the roadway for a cup of tea, and you hear 
things. You hear people talk about chronic injustice. ey tell stories of 
people losing their land, their lives, their honor, with no recourse. It is 
easy to think they exaggerate. And then you meet someone else who 
changes your mind.

A GIRL CALLED NAJMA, who is 16, speaks in a cautious monotone, and it 
is difficult to know, aer what happened, whether she will ever speak 
naturally again. She still wears the delicate ring in her nose that signi%es 
her virginity. On this day she also wears a pink head scarf wrapped 
around her face, pretty and round with high cheekbones and wide-set 
eyes, though now they are dull and without expression, like a captive. 
She sits next to her mother on the bed where the incident occurred and 
tries to talk without crying.

Two weeks ago, at one in the morning, %ve men, maybe six, burst 
through the door of the family’s mud-brick home, which sits on a tiny 
plot of land in the village of Nizampur in southern Punjab. ey 
identi%ed themselves as police and said they were searching for weapons. 
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One held a pistol to her mother’s chest while another pinned her nine-
year-old brother, Rizwan, to the $oor. And then two men held Najma 
down on the bed while a third raped her.

e leader masked his face with a scarf, her mother says, but she 
recognized the raspy voice of their neighbor, a police constable, who 
lives 200 yards (180 meters) away and wants the plot of wheat that 
Najma’s family moved here to farm as tenants 40 years ago. According to 
the complaint Najma’s father %led with the police, the attack resulted 
from his refusal to vacate the land. Aer the rape, the men spent a few 
minutes ransacking the house. As they le, they delivered a warning: 
Leave this place, or we’ll be back for your other daughter.

Rashid Rehman is a veteran human rights lawyer who volunteered to 
represent Najma for the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan. Rape is 
epidemic in parts of the country, Rehman says, where it is used as a 
barbaric instrument of tribal justice; a village might punish a husband’s 
adultery, for example, by gang-raping his wife. Najma’s case is typical in 
southern Punjab, he says, where the British rewarded their local allies 
with grants of land and autonomy; aer partition, these feudal landlords 
became a law unto themselves. In their world, rape is a tool of 
intimidation wielded by powerful, politically connected landowners to 
terrorize peasants, to scare them off their land. If a family doesn’t 
comply, Rehman says, they are oen killed. “Who’s going to stop them?” 
he asks.

In this case, he says, the family did everything right. ey went to the 
police the next morning and sought medical help for Najma. She was 
examined by a doctor, who submitted a medical report con%rming the 
rape. But the local police, who are of the same clan as the constable, 
refused to %le charges. Incensed, Rehman appealed to officials in the 
nearby town of Khanewal.

Najma shows great dignity for a brutalized teenager. Today, as Rehman 
heads off to hear the outcome of the appeal, she asks for one last word. “I 
don’t know what my life will be in the future,” she tells him quietly, “but 
I’m ready to face my attackers in public and demand justice for what 
they did.” Of the rapist, she says, “He must be hanged. He must.”

At the police station in Khanewal, Rehman meets %rst with the acting 
superintendent, a stocky man in aviator glasses with a black baton in his 
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hand and a portrait of Jinnah hanging behind his desk. As Rehman 
briefs him, the superintendent glances nervously at the six large men in 
plainclothes, intelligence types, who sit against the far wall, sipping tea. 
e superintendent takes a few notes, makes a phone call, hangs up. He 
turns his baton over and over. Finally, the phone rings. Long 
conversation. He hangs up and says that the forensic evidence in Najma’s 
case has been, unfortunately, misplaced. Rehman asks to see the 
supervisor.

e aernoon light fades from gold to gray as Rehman waits in another 
empty office. e electricity is out—yet another rolling blackout. Finally, 
the police inspector, a Mr. Khan, arrives and pulls up a battered chair. 
Wearing a shalwar kameez the color of old mustard, Khan is a rangy, 
loose-limbed speed-talker with a cigarette-scorched voice. He has 
studied Najma’s case in detail, he says, and he’s sure what he’s about to 
say will please Rehman, since it will resolve the legal issues once and for 
all. He pauses, as if waiting for a drumroll.

Najma is lying, he announces, to protect her father from a previous 
charge of having assaulted the police constable. (Her father is a small, 
defeated man pushing 70, who can barely walk.) e medical evidence, 
Khan continues, reveals Najma to be a “habitual fornicator,” based on 
certain measurements he is not at liberty to divulge. To conduct his 
investigation, he says, he personally traveled to the village and 
interviewed “60 or 90 people in the village mosque.” All declared the 
police constable incapable of committing such a crime. e case, he says, 
is closed. It is dark by the time Rehman pulls away from the police 
station, musing on what will happen to Najma’s family. “If they don’t 
leave immediately, they will be in danger,” he says. “e constable could 
send men to rape the other sister, or to rape Najma again. Or he might 
kill them all, to make an example of them or to punish them for going to 
the police.”

It was a similar lawlessness that drove the people of Afghanistan into the 
arms of the Taliban in the mid-1990s. e country was then in the midst 
of a civil war and run by warlords, who grew rich on the opium trade, 
terrorized the countryside, and seized the lands and daughters of any 
poor farmer they chose. One day near Kandahar, a mullah and former 
mujahideen commander named Mohammad Omar said enough was 
enough. With the Koran in one hand and a Kalashnikov in the other, he 
rallied his students, or taliban, and launched a new jihad: to cleanse 
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Afghanistan of lawlessness and corruption. Backed by Pakistan, the 
Taliban triumphed in 1996, took Kabul, and imposed their own extreme 
vision of Islamic law. Ordinary Afghans, at %rst, regarded the Taliban’s 
dictates as a small price to pay for an end to civil war.

Rashid Rehman hears stories such as Najma’s and fears what lies ahead 
for Pakistan. In the car on his way back to his office in the Punjabi city of 
Multan, he sits in the dark, looking out the window at the feeble lights of 
passing villages. When he speaks, he is calm and clear. “When 
government fails them, people get angry,” he says. “ey lose faith in the 
system and look for alternatives. ink how easy it would be for the 
Islamists—or Taliban or al Qaeda—to go to the brothers of this girl now 
and say, ‘What happened to your family is not justice. is man 
dishonored your sister, he dishonored your father and your family name. 
Join us and we will help you get justice. We will make him pay.’ When 
citizens are denied their basic human rights, they become radicalized. 
When people are powerless, they are easily manipulated. is is what 
worries me the most.”

MY NEW FRIENDS want to know why Americans think they are terrorists. 
It’s a good question, and an innocent one, judging by the young and 
open faces of the dozen or so students sharing their evening meal with 
me. ey don’t look like terrorists as they sit in a semicircle on green 
mats in the courtyard of Jamia Uloom-ul-Quran, a small Deobandi 
madrassa located in a historic downtown mosque in Peshawar. is 
provincial capital served as headquarters for the Afghan resistance 
against the Soviets, and jihad is still a going concern here. A block away 
from the madrassa, at shops selling shoes and used clothes, I’d bought a 
50-cent al Qaeda DVD of a suicide bomber preparing for a mission. At 
the end of the disc, over religious music, the bomber is shown in his car 
at a distant crossroads, blowing up a convoy. “We know that shop,” the 
students say. “But we’re not terrorists.”

A few of the students appear to be ten or younger, but most are in their 
late teens or early 20s. ey say their dream for Pakistan is “a peaceful 
nation, in which justice prevails, in keeping with Islamic law.” But they 
believe, as many here do, that Islam is under attack. By America, by the 
West, by India, by their own government. Under these circumstances, 
they say, jihad is justi%ed. What about suicide bombing? Is it sanctioned 
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by Islam? “You must think we have classes here in making bombs or 
AK-47s!” exclaims one boy, and they all laugh.

“In any Muslim land that’s occupied, suicide bombing is allowed,” says a 
personable older boy named Ra%ullah, who has bright brown eyes and 
the beginnings of a beard. A few mention Iraq and Palestine as places 
where such bombings are justi%ed. Another boy mentions Afghanistan. 
“But it’s not allowed in Pakistan,” Ra%ullah says, “since we’re not an 
occupied country.” (”Not yet!” somebody else interjects, to laughter.) 
“Nobody has a right to blow you up, even if you’re a non-Muslim, or an 
in%del. If you are here as a guest, you are welcome.” He reaches to shake 
my hand, as if to reassure me.

e call for jihad is rising across Pakistan, but it is here, in the northwest, 
that the Islamists are taking control. Ever since 9/11, thousands of 
Taliban %ghters have found refuge among their fellow Pashtun tribesmen 
in Peshawar, Quetta, and the mountainous tribal areas along the Afghan 
border, especially North and South Waziristan. A year ago this month, 
the government agreed to a cease-%re with the tribes and abandoned 
most of North Waziristan to the militants. It’s a sign of the local Taliban’s 
strength that the agreement was signed not by tribal elders but by 
Taliban commanders.

Pakistan’s turnabout on the Taliban, which it had strongly supported 
since 1994, came shortly aer 9/11. When Afghanistan’s Taliban 
government, which had sheltered Osama bin Laden, disintegrated under 
the %restorm meted out by the United States and its coalition partners, 
President Musharraf confronted a stark choice: Cooperate or suffer the 
consequences. He immediately sided with the U.S. against the Taliban. It 
was not a popular decision. 

Today, Pakistan is under pressure to contain the Taliban and al Qaeda to 
the tribal areas along the Afghan border, although it’s clear that they’re 
gaining in other parts of Pakistan. Many Deobandi madrassas are 
believed to have an al Qaeda recruiter on the premises. But Muhammad 
Hanif Jalandhry, who runs a madrassa in Multan, says the reputation of 
Pakistan’s madrassas as factories for terrorists is “propaganda. I tell you, 
it’s the oppressive system we live under that’s bringing people to these 
seminaries. People are seeking refuge and security—and dignity. ey 
are seeking a future.”
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About a third of the students at the Deobandi madrassa in Peshawar, for 
instance, are poor kids from far-$ung regions of the North-West 
Frontier Province or the tribal areas. ey are like Mir Rahman, 16, a 
sweet-faced boy from a family of poor herders in the Mohmand Tribal 
Area. e family lives miles from the nearest public school, which is so 
badly run that few kids attend. 

It’s not unusual in Pakistan to hear of public schools that receive no 
books, no supplies, and no subsidies from the government. ousands 
more are “ghost schools” that exist only on paper, to line the pockets of 
phantom teachers and administrators. Faced with choosing between bad 
public schools and expensive private ones, many poor parents send their 
children to the madrassas, where they get a roof over their heads, three 
meals a day, and a Koran-based education—for free.

Pervez Hoodbhoy lives every day with the consequences of the lack of 
public education in Pakistan. An MIT-trained professor of nuclear 
physics at Quaid-i-Azam University in Islamabad, he was speaking to a 
graduate-level class in physics a few days aer the huge earthquake that 
devastated Kashmir in 2005, describing the geophysical forces that 
produced the disaster. “When I %nished, hands shot up all over the 
room,” he recalls. “’Professor, you are wrong,’ my students said. ‘at 
earthquake was the wrath of God.’ “

is, he says, is the legacy of General Zia-ul-Haq, whose education 
ministry issued guidelines on bringing an Islamic perspective to science 
and other subjects in the public schools. “e Zia Generation has come 
of age,” he says. “It isn’t Islamic to teach that earthquakes are caused by 
the movement of tectonic plates. Instead, you are supposed to say, by the 
will of Allah, an earthquake happens.” Today a government commission 
is working to modernize education, but “it goes deeper than updating 
textbooks,” he says. “It’s a matter of changing society.”

A FEW MILES from Hoodbhoy’s classroom, I come upon a crowd of 
children in a vacant lot. It turns out to be another school—this one a free 
school for hundreds of street children run by a %reman named 
Muhammad Ayub, who founded the school 25 years ago because he felt 
sorry for the kids running wild in the neighborhoods nearby, dropouts 
who seemed destined for a jail cell, or a slab at Edhi’s morgue. Ayub 
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hands me his business card. It bears the name of the school: Second 
Time Civil Defense Educational Institution on Self Help Basis. “All my 
teachers are former students,” he says proudly, gesturing to two men and 
a young woman with freckles, standing before the kids, who are laughing 
and carrying on. “See the looks on their faces?” he says. “is is the 
future I want for our country.”

On a small hill nearby, a group of three or four students from a nearby 
madrassa, stern young men in their early 20s, are watching Ayub’s class. 
Perhaps they are drawn to the laughing girl with the freckles, who isn’t 
wearing a veil, or perhaps it is something more sinister. ey are looking 
across the divide that runs down the middle of Pakistan, and it’s not 
clear what they are thinking.

☯

      September 2007
      ©National Geographic Society
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Shadowland

Poised to play a pivotal new role in the Middle East, Syria struggles 
to escape its dark past.

By Don Belt

THERE’S A PASSAGE IN e Godfather in which a young Michael 
Corleone, living abroad, realizes that with his older brother suddenly 
and violently deceased, he now stands anointed—doomed is more like it
—to take over the Ma%a empire his aging father has built from scratch. 
“Tell my father to get me home,” he says to his host, resigned to the role 
he is now fated to play. “Tell my father I wish to be his son.”

If there was a moment like that for Bashar al Assad, the current president 
of Syria, it came sometime aer 7 a.m. on January 21, 1994, when the 
phone rang in his rented apartment in London. A tall, scholarly 
ophthalmologist, Bashar, then 28, was doing a residency at Western Eye 
Hospital, part of St. Mary’s Hospital system in Britain. Answering the 
phone, he learned that his older brother, Basil, while racing to the 
Damascus airport in heavy fog that morning, had crashed his Mercedes 
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at high speed into a fountain in a roundabout. Basil, a dashing and 
charismatic %gure who’d been groomed to succeed their father as 
president, died instantly. And now he, Bashar, was being called home.

Fast-forward to June 2000 and the death of the father, Hafez al Assad, of 
heart failure at age 69. Shortly aer the funeral, Bashar entered his 
father’s office for only the second time in his life. He has a vivid memory 
of his %rst visit, at age seven, running excitedly to tell his father about his 
%rst French lesson. Bashar remembers seeing a big bottle of cologne on a 
cabinet next to his father’s desk. He was amazed to %nd it still there 27 
years later, practically untouched. at detail, the stale cologne, said a lot 
about Syria’s closed and stagnant government, an old-fashioned 
dictatorship that Bashar, trained in healing the human eye, felt ill-
equipped to lead.

“My father never talked to me about politics,” Bashar told me. “He was a 
very warm and caring father, but even aer I came home in 1994, 
everything I learned about his decision-making came from reading the 
notes he made during meetings, or by talking to his colleagues.” One of 
those lessons was that, unlike performing eye surgery, running a country 
like Syria requires a certain comfort with ambiguity. Bashar, an avid 
photographer, compares it with a black-and-white photograph. “ere’s 
never pure black or pure white, all bad or all good,” he said. “ere are 
only shades of gray.”

SYRIA IS AN ANCIENT PLACE, shaped by thousands of years of trade and 
human migration. But if every nation is a photograph, a thousand shades 
of gray, then Syria, for all its antiquity, is actually a picture developing 
slowly before our eyes. It’s the kind of place where you can sit in a 
crowded Damascus café listening to a 75-year-old storyteller in a fez 
conjure up the Crusades and the Ottoman Empire as if they were 
childhood memories, waving his sword around so wildly that the 
audience dives for cover—then stroll next door to the magni%cent 
Omayyad Mosque, circa A.D. 715, and join street kids playing soccer on 
its doorstep, oblivious to the crowds of Iranian pilgrims pouring in for 
evening prayers or the families wandering by with ice cream. It’s also a 
place where you can dine out with friends at a trendy café, and then, 
while waiting for a night bus, hear blood-chilling screams coming from a 
second-$oor window of the Bab Touma police station. In the street, 
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Syrians cast each other knowing glances, but no one says a word. 
Someone might be listening.

e Assad regime hasn’t stayed in power for nearly 40 years by playing 
nice. It has survived a tough neighborhood—bordered by Iraq, Israel, 
Jordan, Lebanon, and Turkey—by a combination of guile and cozying up 
to more powerful countries, %rst the Soviet Union and now Iran. In a 
state of war with Israel since 1948, Syria provides material support to the 
Islamist groups of Hezbollah and Hamas; it’s also determined to reclaim 
the Golan Heights, a Syrian plateau captured by Israel in 1967. Relations 
with the United States, rarely good, turned particularly dire aer the 
2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq, when George W. Bush, citing Syria’s 
opposition to the war and support for Iraqi insurgents, threatened 
regime change in Damascus and demonized Syria’s young president as a 
Middle Eastern prince of darkness.

It’s been nearly a decade since Bashar took office, and it’s fair to ask what, 
if anything, has changed. It’s also a good time to take stock, as Syria—
responding to overtures from a new U.S. administration hungry for 
success in the Middle East—seems poised to resume a pivotal role in 
regional affairs. Henry Kissinger famously said you can’t make war 
without Egypt or peace without Syria, and he’s probably right. Like it or 
not, the road to Middle East peace runs right through Damascus. Yet 
even Bashar acknowledges that it will be hard for Syria to move forward 
without tending to its crippling internal disrepair.

Outside the ancient Hamadiya market in Damascus, a photograph of 
Hafez al Assad as tall as a three-story building once stood. Marked by a 
high forehead and poker player’s eyes, the president’s giant head peered 
out over his traffic-choked capital of four million people, as it did from 
billboards and posters all over Syria. Modeled on the totalitarian cults of 
the Soviet imperium, this Big Brother iconography always gave Syria the 
feel of being sealed in amber, trapped in an era when dictators were 
really dictators, the days of Stalin and Mao. is is the Syria that Hafez 
le behind.

In its place today, $anked by the city’s Roman-era walls, is a large white 
billboard with a photograph of Syria’s %rst postmodern president, 
waving. Bashar is shown with a buoyant grin on his catlike face, 
squinting over his whiskers into a bright sun. “I believe in Syria,” the 
billboard says reassuringly. But it will take more than a smile and a 
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slogan to reinvent his country, and he knows it. “What Syria needs now,” 
Bashar told me, “is a change in the mentality.”

THE HOME VILLAGE of the Assad family, Al Qardahah, sits on a 
mountainside facing west, sheltered and aloof as hill towns oen are, yet 
so close to the Mediterranean that on a clear day you can see the %shing 
boats of Latakia, Syria’s largest port, and the seabirds circling like confetti 
in the western sky. A modern, four-lane expressway rises like a ramp 
from the coast and delivers supplicants to the remote mountain village, 
where the streets are paved, houses upscale, and off-duty regime officials
—large men in their 50s and 60s who carry themselves like Ma%a dons 
on vacation—pad around town in their pajamas.

Hundreds of years ago Al Qardahah was an enclave of destitute Shiites 
who followed the Prophet’s son-in-law and successor, Ali, so fervently 
that centuries before they’d been declared heretics by other Muslims and 
driven into the mountains of northwest Syria, where they came to be 
known as Alawis. en in 1939, one of their own—a whip-smart, nine-
year-old boy named Hafez—was sent down the mountain to get an 
education. He lived in Latakia while attending schools run by the 
French, who had taken over this part of the Ottoman Empire aer World 
War I, in the great carving up of historic Syria (which included present-
day Israel, Palestinian territories, Jordan, Lebanon, western Iraq, and 
southern Turkey) that Britain and France had plotted in the Sykes-Picot 
Agreement of 1916.

Quiet and tall for his age, Hafez was driven to succeed and ultimately to 
rule. Aer Syria gained its independence from France in 1946, he joined 
the Baath Party, a secular Arab nationalist movement that would seize 
control of Syria in 1963. Hafez rose through the ranks of the air force 
and was eventually appointed defense minister. From that position, in 
1970, he mounted a bloodless coup with a trusted coterie of military 
officers, many of them fellow Alawis. Since then, followers of this tiny 
Shiite sect have managed to hang on to power in this complex, ethnically 
volatile nation of 20 million people, 76 percent of whom are Sunni—a 
scenario that one diplomat likens to the Beverly Hillbillies taking charge 
of California.

Hafez al Assad survived by becoming a world-class manipulator of 
geopolitical events, playing the weak hand he was dealt so cleverly that 
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Bill Clinton called him the smartest Middle Eastern leader he’d ever met. 
Inside Syria, Hafez was a master at downplaying the country’s potentially 
explosive religious identities and building an adamantly secular regime. 
He discouraged the use of the term Alawi in public and changed the 
name of his home region to the Western mountains; it is still considered 
impolite to ask about a Syrian’s religion today. He also went out of his 
way to protect other religious minorities—Christians, Ismailis, Druze—
because he needed them as a counterweight to the Sunnis.

Hafez was ruthless toward his enemies, especially the Syrian Muslim 
Brotherhood, a Sunni Islamist movement eager to remove the apostate 
Alawis from power and make Syria an Islamic state. To counter them, he 
built an elaborate internal security apparatus modeled aer the 
communist police states of Eastern Europe. When the Brotherhood 
launched a series of attacks in the late 1970s and early 1980s, Hafez sent 
his air force to bomb densely populated neighborhoods in the group’s 
stronghold in Hama. His army bulldozed the smoking remains. Between 
10,000 and 40,000 people were killed, and thousands more were jailed, 
tortured, and le to languish in prison. Despite criticism from human 
rights organizations, the regime soon unleashed its internal police on all 
political opponents.

When Hafez al Assad died in 2000, his body was returned to Al 
Qardahah and placed near that of his %rstborn son, Basil, whose 
adrenaline-charged exploits on horseback, in uniform, and behind the 
wheel set him apart from his studious younger brother, a so-spoken 
health nut whose musical taste runs to Yanni and the Electric Light 
Orchestra. Yet any suggestion that Bashar is a pushover is an illusion, 
says Ryan Crocker, who served as U.S. Ambassador in Damascus during 
the transition from father to son. “Bashar is so personable that it’s easy to 
underestimate him,” Crocker says. “But rest assured: He is his father’s son.”

A YOUNG MAN in an imitation black leather jacket was drawing in my 
notebook, launching a sailboat on a choppy sea with careful strokes of a 
blue pen. We were at a café overlooking the stony hills of northern Syria, 
watching cloud shadows play across a landscape of red soil and silver-
green olive trees. Freedom, the man was saying. at’s what we need.

“I’m not talking about political freedom,” he said, glancing over his 
shoulder to be sure there were no mukhabarat, or secret police, about. 
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“I mean the freedom to do things,” he went on, “without getting 
strangled in rope by bureaucrats. In Syria, for guys like me, there’s no 
incentive to try anything new, to create something. No way. You could 
never get approval from the government, or even the permits to think 
about it. Here it all comes down to who you know, what clan or village 
you’re from, how much Vitamin Wow is in your pocket.”

“Vitamin Wow?” I said, recalling that there is an Arabic letter 
pronounced “wow.”

“Wasta!” he said, laughing. Money! Bribes! In$uence!

“Where is your sailboat going?” I asked, nodding at his sketch.

“Nowhere,” he said, grinning. “I’ve got no Vitamin Wow!”

Shortly aer Bashar returned from London, he diagnosed Syria as 
suffering from an overdose of Vitamin Wow. Aer taking office in 2000, 
he launched a tough anti-corruption campaign, %ring a number of 
ministers and bureaucrats and vowing to replace old, wasta-loving ways 
with the “new mentality” he was seeking to instill. Swept up in the spirit 
of reform, he went on to release hundreds of political prisoners and 
eased the restrictions on political dissent—a so-called Damascus Spring 
that quickly spread from living rooms to a growing subculture of 
Internet cafés. It was Bashar himself who had made this last trend 
possible, working with like-minded technocrats to computerize Syria 
even before he became president. Over the objections of the country’s 
powerful military-intelligence complex, Bashar had persuaded his father 
to connect Syria to the World Wide Web in 1998.

He also took steps to reboot Syria’s stagnant economy. “Forty years of 
socialism—this is what we’re up against,” said Abdallah Dardari, 46, a 
London-educated economist who serves as deputy prime minister for 
economic affairs. Bashar has recruited Syria’s best and brightest 
expatriates to return home. e new team has privatized the banking 
system, created duty-free industrial parks, and opened a Damascus stock 
exchange to encourage more of the private and foreign investment that 
has quickened the pulse of the capital and launched dozens of upscale 
nightclubs and restaurants.
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“My job is to deliver for the people of Syria,” said Bashar, who is known 
for occasionally dropping by a restaurant, leaving the bodyguards 
outside, to share a meal with other diners. In his push to modernize, 
Bashar’s most potent ally is his wife, the former Asma al-Akhras, a 
stylish, Western-educated business executive who has launched a 
number of government-sponsored programs for literacy and economic 
empowerment. Daughter of a prominent Syrian heart specialist, Asma 
was born and raised in London. She and Bashar have three children, 
whom they’re fond of taking on picnics and bicycle rides in the hills 
around the capital—a marked contrast to Hafez al Assad, who was rarely 
seen in public. “You only know what people need if you come in contact 
with them,” Bashar said. “We refuse to live inside a bubble. I think that’s 
why people trust us.”

FOR MORE THAN 4,000 YEARS, the city of Aleppo in northern Syria has 
been a crossroads for trade moving along the Fertile Crescent from 
Mesopotamia to the Mediterranean. Guarded by a towering hilltop 
Citadel, Aleppo’s 900-acre Old City has remained essentially intact since 
the Middle Ages. Today, entering its covered suq, the largest in the Arab 
world, is like stepping across some cobblestone threshold into the 15th 
century—a medieval mosh pit of shopkeepers, food vendors, gold 
merchants, donkey carts, crasmen, trinket peddlers, beggars, and 
hustlers of all stripes, moving in a great colorful clanking parade of goat 
bells and sandaled feet. If Aleppo bureaucrats had gotten their way, 
much of this would be gone.

During the 1950s, urban planners in Aleppo began implementing a 
modern development plan, dissecting the Old City with wide, Western-
style streets. In 1977, local residents, led by an Old City architect named 
Adli Qudsi, fought back and eventually got the government to change its 
plan. Today the Old City has been preserved and its infrastructure 
overhauled, with funds from both government and philanthropic 
sources. Once considered a crumbling relic, old Aleppo is now cited by 
Bashar as a prime example of the new mentality he’s seeking, a model for 
how Syria’s past, its greatest asset, can be retooled and made into a future.

“Syria has been a trading nation for millennia, so what we’re trying to do 
is return the country to its entrepreneurial roots,” said Dardari. “But it’s 
not going to be easy: 25 percent of the Syrian workforce still draws a 
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government paycheck. We’ve inherited an economy that runs on 
patronage and government money, and we can’t keep it up.”

To see what Dardari and the modernizers are up against, I toured a 
government cotton-processing plant in Aleppo reminiscent of factories 
in the Soviet Union, vast and crumbling monuments to rusty machinery. 

e plant manager rambled on like a good apparatchik about the aging 
factory’s production %gures and impeccable safety record—unaware that 
a group of workers had just told me about the lost %ngers, crushed feet, 
and lung damage they had suffered. When I asked if the factory made a 
pro%t, he looked at me as if I were speaking in tongues.

By allowing private investment in state-run industries, starting with 
cement and oil processing, Bashar and his reformers hope to modernize 
their operations and run them more efficiently. Many jobs have been lost 
in the process, and prices, no longer subsidized, have soared. But so 
many Syrians depend on government-supplied incomes from the cotton 
industry—a primary source of export revenue—that it remains mostly 
state run.

In many respects, the Syria that Bashar inherited bears all the signs of an 
antique enterprise, ready for the wrecking ball. Built by the Syrian Baath 
Party in the 1960s, the system of state enterprises and government jobs 
raised living standards and brought education and health care to rural 
villages, but its foundation resembles the corrupt and moribund Eastern-
bloc socialism that collapsed under its own weight in the early 1990s. 
e Syrian bureaucracy is even older, having been erected from the 
fallen timbers of Ottoman and French colonial rule.

Education reform is also on Bashar’s drawing board, and not a moment 
too soon. Syrian schoolchildren are taught by rote memorization from 
aging textbooks, and judged, even at the university level, by the number 
of facts they know. In Damascus, once revered as an intellectual capital 
of the eastern world, it’s hard to %nd a bookstore that isn’t stocked with 
communist-era treatises penned by Baath Party ideologues.

“My 11-year-old daughter is so confused,” said Dardari. “She hears from 
me at home about free markets and the way the world works, and then 
she goes to school and learns from textbooks written in the 1970s that 
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preach Marxism and the triumph of the proletariat. She comes home 
with this look on her face and says, ‘Daddy, I feel like a Ping-Pong ball!’”

WHEN A SON goes into the family business, the old way of doing things 
can be very hard to change. And even though the eldest son, Basil, was 
considered more like his father, Bashar has ended up following in his 
footsteps—in more ways than one. A year into his presidency, planes hit 
the World Trade Center in New York City, and suddenly the threat to 
secular, “non-Muslim” regimes like Syria’s from al Qaeda and its cousins 
in the Muslim Brotherhood appeared stronger than ever. e U.S. 
invasion of Iraq—and subsequent saber rattling toward Damascus—
in$amed Syria’s Islamists even further, while swamping the country with 
some 1.4 million Iraqi refugees, most of whom never returned home. 
Some believe that Bashar, in a move reminiscent of his father, diverted 
the widespread rage in Syria away from his vulnerable regime toward the 
Americans across the border in Iraq, allowing jihadists to use Syria as a 
staging area and transit point.

Even before 9/11, Bashar had backtracked on political reform and 
freedom of expression. His anti-corruption drive had stalled, 
undermined by the shady business dealings of his own extended family. 
Investigations into the 2005 assassination of former Lebanese Prime 
Minister Ra%q Hariri in Beirut led to Syria’s doorstep; shortly thereaer 
Bashar rearrested many of the political prisoners he’d released just a few 
years earlier. And last year, in an ironic twist for a self-confessed 
computer nerd who brought the Internet to Syria, Bashar’s government 
banned a long list of websites, ranging from Arabic news sites to 
YouTube and Facebook. In all this, some see Bashar as the victim of 
reactionary elements within the regime—the youthful idealist dragged 
down by forces he is powerless to resist. Others see a young godfather 
learning to $ex his muscles.

Bashar blames the U.S. invasion of Iraq for pushing the region, and 
Syria, into a dark corner and defends his tough internal security 
measures as vital weapons in the struggle to survive. Whether he’s 
talking about the survival of Syria, or his regime, is unclear. “We’re in a 
state of war with Israel,” he said. “We’ve had con$icts with the Muslim 
Brotherhood since the 1950s. But now we have a much worse danger 
from al Qaeda. Al Qaeda is a state of mind. It’s a CD, it’s a booklet. And 
it’s very hard to detect. is is why we need a strong internal security.”
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Members of the opposition, nearly all of them underground or in jail, 
don’t buy that argument, having heard it used for 30 years to smother 
any spark of dissent. While acknowledging that today’s repression is 
administered with a lighter touch, the activists I talked to consider the 
differences between Bashar’s regime and his father’s to be cosmetic. 

“Bashar seems like a pretty nice guy, but the government is more than 
one person,” said a young human rights activist I met secretly with in a 
tiny, book-lined apartment on the outskirts of the capital. He’d been 
interrogated a half dozen times by various agencies of state security. 
“Living here is something like a phobia,” he went on, smoking a cigarette, 
dark circles under his eyes. “You always feel like someone’s watching. 
You look around and there’s no one there. So you think, I shouldn’t have 
this feeling, but I do. I must be crazy. is is what they want.”

Whatever its purpose, Syria’s shadow of fear, the cloud that blocks its 
sun, is pervasive. To protect my sources for this article, I’ve le a number 
of people unnamed, fearing that they’d be arrested once it’s published. 
An academician I met in Aleppo, for example, was harshly interrogated 
aer attending a conference where Israeli scientists were present.
Aer trying to browbeat him into informing on others, the interrogators 
let him go with a warning not to breathe a word or his %le would be 
reopened. In Idlib, an Islamic fundamentalist hotbed south of Aleppo, a 
merchant compared living in Syria, with its internal security apparatus, 
to “walking sideways with a ladder, always having to think ahead and 
watch every little move you make.”

ONE MORNING IN DAMASCUS, I was talking to a group of day laborers in 
a park, scruffy guys in their late teens and early twenties who were 
looking for work. Most were from southern Syria around Dara, and we 
were debating what kind of city Dara is. ey were bad-mouthing it as a 
dry and dirty hellhole; I was defending it, having passed through a 
number of times on my way to Jordan. While we were bantering, a 
bullish, middle-aged man in a green polo shirt and wraparound 
sunglasses dried over and listened in. As the workers became aware of 
him, our discussion murmured to a halt.

“Dara is a truly great city,” the newcomer %nally said, with an air of steely 
%nality. e others moved away, suddenly afraid of this man. To see what 
he would do, I told him I was scheduled to see the president and asked if 
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he’d like me to convey a message. He stared at me for a long moment, 
then went over and sat on a bench, scribbling in a notebook. I %gured he 
was writing a report on me, or perhaps issuing some kind of ticket. A 
few minutes later, he was back.

“Please pass this to the president,” he said, handing me a slip of paper 
folded so many times it was the size of a spitball. en he turned and 
walked away. On it he had scrawled his name and phone number and a 
message in rough Arabic: “Salute, Dr. President Bashar, the respected. 
is paper is from a national Syrian young man from Al Hasakah who 
needs very much a job in the %eld of public office, and thank you.” 

☯

November 2009
        ©National Geographic Society
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The Forgotten Faithful

Followers of Jesus for nearly 2,000 years, Arab Christians are 
disappearing from the land where their faith was born.

By Don Belt

EASTER IN JERUSALEM is not for the faint of heart. e Old City, livid and 
chaotic in the calmest of times, seems to come completely unhinged in 
the days leading up to the holiday. By the tens of thousands, Christians 
from all over the world pour in like a conquering horde, surging down 
the Via Dolorosa’s narrow streets and ancient alleyways, seeking 
communion in the cold stones or some glimmer, perhaps, of the agonies 
Jesus endured in his %nal hours. Every face on Earth seems to $oat 
through the streets during Easter, every possible combination of eye and 
hair and skin color, every costume and style of dress, from blue-black 
African Christians in eye-popping dashikis to pale Finnish Christians 
dressed as Jesus with a bloody crown of thorns to American Christians 
in sneakers and “I [heart] Israel” caps, clearly stoked for the battle of 
Armageddon.
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ey come because this is where Christianity began. Here in Jerusalem 
and on lands nearby are the stony hills where Jesus walked and taught 
and died—and later, where his followers prayed and bled and battled 
over what his teaching would become. Huddled alongside Jewish 
converts in the caves of Palestine and Syria, Arabs were among the %rst 
to be persecuted for the new faith, and the %rst to be called Christians. It 
was here in the Levant—a geographical area including present-day Syria, 
Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, and the Palestinian territories—that hundreds of 
churches and monasteries were built aer Constantine, emperor of 
Rome, legalized Christianity in 313 and declared his Levantine provinces 
holy land. Even aer Arab Muslims conquered the region in 638, it 
remained predominantly Christian.

Ironically, it was during the Crusades (1095-1291) that Arab Christians, 
slaughtered along with Muslims by the crusaders and caught in the cross 
%re between Islam and the Christian West, began a long, steady retreat 
into the minority. Today native Christians in the Levant are the envoys of 
a forgotten world, bearing the %erce and hunted spirit of the early 
church. eir communities, composed of various Orthodox, Catholic, 
and Protestant sects, have dwindled in the past century from a quarter to 
about 8 percent of the population as the current generation leaves for 
economic reasons, to escape the region’s violence, or because they have 
relatives in the West who help them emigrate. eir departure, sadly, 
deprives the Levant of some of its best educated and most politically 
moderate citizens—the people these societies can least afford to lose. 
And so, for Jerusalem’s Arab Christians, there is a giddiness during 
Easter, as if, aer a long and lonely ordeal, much needed reinforcements 
have arrived.

In a small apartment on the outskirts of the city, a young Palestinian 
Christian couple I will call Lisa and Mark are preparing to enter the fray. 
Lisa, still in jeans and a T-shirt, is struggling to get their 18-month-old 
daughter, Nadia, into a white Easter dress. Mark, in his pajamas, is trying 
without success to prevent their three-year-old son, Nate, whose mood 
ricochets between Spiderman and Attila the Hun, from trashing the 
brand new pants-and-vest out%t they’ve wrestled him into—or the TV, 
or the painting of child Jesus on the wall, or the vase of $owers on the 
table. Mark, a big, hot-running guy, grimaces in exasperation. It’s eight 
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o’clock on a chilly morning in March, and he’s already sweating 
profusely. Yet it’s Easter, a time of optimism and hope, and a special 
one at that.

is is the %rst Easter, ever, that Mark has been allowed to spend with 
the family in Jerusalem. He is from Bethlehem, in the West Bank, so his 
identity papers are from the Palestinian Authority; he needs a permit 
from Israel to visit. Lisa, whose family lives in the Old City, holds an 
Israeli ID. So although they’ve been married for %ve years and rent this 
apartment in the Jerusalem suburbs, under Israeli law they can’t reside 
under the same roof. Mark lives with his parents in Bethlehem, which 
is six miles away but might as well be a hundred, lying on the far side 
of an Israeli checkpoint and the 24-foot-high concrete barrier known 
as the Wall.

Mark %nds it depressing that “80 percent of the Christian guys I grew up 
with have le for another country to %nd work.” Yet he understands why. 
A trained social worker with a degree in sociology, Mark has been 
looking for a job, any job, for almost two years. “You’re surrounded by 
this giant wall, and there are no jobs,” he says. “It’s like a science 
experiment. If you keep rats in an enclosed space and make it smaller 
and smaller every day and introduce new obstacles and constantly 
change the rules, aer a while the rats go crazy and start eating each 
other. It’s like that.”

For anyone living in Israel or the Palestinian territories, stress is the 
norm. But the 196,500 Palestinian and Israeli Arab Christians, who 
dropped from 13 percent of the population in 1894 to less than 2 percent 
today, occupy a uniquely oxygen-starved space between traumatized 
Israeli Jews and traumatized Palestinian Muslims, whose rising militancy 
is tied to regional Islamist movements that sometimes target Arab 
Christians. 

In the past decade, “the situation for Arab Christians has gone rapidly 
downhill,” says Razek Siriani, a frank and lively man in his 40s who 
works for the Middle East Council of Churches in Aleppo, Syria. “We’re 
completely outnumbered and surrounded by angry voices,” he says. 
Western Christians have made matters worse, he argues, echoing a 
sentiment expressed by many Arab Christians. “It’s because of what 
Christians in the West, led by the U.S., have been doing in the East,” 
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he says, ticking off the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, U.S. support for 
Israel, and the threats of “regime change” by the Bush Administration. 
“To many Muslims, especially the fanatics, this looks like the Crusades 
all over again, a war against Islam waged by Christianity. Because we’re 
Christians, they see us as the enemy too. It’s guilt by association.”

Mark and Lisa, like Arab Christians everywhere, conduct an ongoing 
argument about whether to leave their homeland for good. Mark has one 
brother in Ireland, another in San Diego, and he lived in the U.S. for a 
few years. He got his green card and was working in California when he 
and Lisa were married, in Jerusalem, in 2004. She tried living in San 
Diego for a while but was homesick for her family, so the couple moved 
back aer Nate was born.

Living as Arabs in the U.S. aer 9/11 was an eye-opener for them. “It’s 
funny,” Mark says, “what Americans think about things. ey’ve never 
heard of Arab Christians. ey assume all Arabs are Muslim—terrorists, 
that is—and that Christianity was invented in Italy or something. So 
when you say, I’m an Arab Christian, they look at you funny, like you 
just said, e moon is purple. I had one lady ask me, ‘What does your 
family think about you being a Christian? I suppose they must have been 
very upset!’ ”

ON A MOUNTAIN overlooking the Mediterranean near Beirut, a hermit 
rises at three in the morning, reaching for a $ashlight amid the lumpy 
familiarity of books that are both his life’s work and his lifelong 
bedmates. e hermit, who’s 73, long-bearded, and known by the name 
Father Yuhanna, works there until dawn, translating ancient Christian 
hymns from Aramaic, the language of Jesus, into modern Arabic, 
copying them into a giant, leather-bound volume the size of a seat 
cushion. en he prays, eats a piece of fruit, pulls on his black habit and 
cloak, and merrily sets off to deliver 10,000 blessings to every place in 
the world.

His %rst stop, always, is Alaska, where he “stocks up on fresh air.” en 
he dris down through North and South America, jumps to Africa, 
moves up through the Middle East, sweeps across Europe, then heads 
east into Russia and Asia before working his way south to Australia. 
Everywhere he goes, he distributes blessings, counting them off one by 
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one on a string of woven rosary beads that $y through his %ngers like 
doves. is daily trip takes three or four hours, and most days—if he 
doesn’t linger too long over the trouble spots—he’s back home by noon. 
To the untrained eye, he’s just an old man walking around in a garden. 
To his friends and followers, who come by the hundreds to hear his 
teachings about Jesus, he’s a saintly %gure, a descendant of in$uential 
hermits like Simeon the Elder—a %h-century ascetic who lived atop a 
stone pillar in the Syrian countryside for more than 30 years, attracting 
the pious devotion of locals.

Maronite Christians are not usually thought of as candidates for 
sainthood. Followers of a fourth-century hermit named Maron, the sect 
seemed destined from the beginning to battle its way through history. 
When St. Maron died in 410, a bitter feud broke out among his followers 
over custody of his body. Within a generation the Maronites were also 
battling rival Christian sects over theological issues, and aer the arrival 
of Islam they opposed the Muslims too. Fleeing persecution, they 
pushed over the mountains from Syria into Lebanon, where they sought 
out the most inhospitable valleys, forti%ed their caves and craggy 
monasteries, and set about defending themselves from the caliph’s army. 
In the late 11th century, when French crusaders marched through on 
their way to Jerusalem, Maronites poured out of the mountains to greet 
their fellow Christians. Some 800 years later, when France took charge of 
Syria (including Lebanon) at the end of World War I, it repaid the 
Maronites by shaping the future nation of Lebanon to their advantage. 

Speaking French and nurturing a cultural affinity for Europe, the 
Maronites, alone among Arab Christians, were the majority in a Middle 
Eastern country when Lebanon gained its independence in 1943.
More recently, Maronite Christians have been among the most feared 
militia %ghters in Lebanon’s civil war, waging %erce campaigns against 
Lebanese factions—Shiite, Sunni, Druze, and Palestinian—in the combat 
zones of Beirut between 1975 and 1990. But today Lebanon’s Christians, 
once the majority, %nd themselves increasingly relegated to the same role 
that Christians elsewhere in the Middle East know so well. Aer decades 
of emigration, their numbers have fallen below 40 percent of the 
population. To cope, Maronite leaders have forged new alliances: one 
with the ascendent Shiite group, Hezbollah; another with a coalition of 
Sunnis and Druze. Meanwhile, the Christian militias have gone 
underground—but that doesn’t mean they’ve gone so.
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MILAD ASSAF is a genial, middle-aged tile contractor who serves as a 
foot soldier in the Lebanese Forces (LF), a powerful Maronite political 
party. From the balcony of his bullet-riddled %h-$oor apartment in east 
Beirut, Milad has a clear shot at the sprawling Shiite neighborhoods that 
lie just beyond a busy thoroughfare marking the “red line” between 
Christian territory and that of the Shiite militias %ghting for Hezbollah 
and its ally, Amal. “It’s kind of like living in a shooting gallery,” he says, 
laughing.

Milad was six years old in April 1975, when a gang of Christians ignited 
Lebanon’s civil war by opening %re on a bus full of Palestinian refugees; 
they did it to send a message to the Palestinian %ghters then roaming the 
streets of Beirut, who wanted to turn Lebanon into a base for the 
Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO). e bus attack, which killed 
27 people, went down a block from Milad’s house, in front of a life-size 
statue of the Virgin Mary. Despite hailstorms of small arms %re, rocket-
propelled grenades, and Israeli bombs that have whistled through the air 
here since 1975, the statue doesn’t have a scratch on it. “ink about that 
for a minute,” says Milad. “Tell me that’s not a miracle!”

Milad’s neighborhood, Ain al-Rumaneh, is a tough place, full of bullet-
pocked apartment buildings and small shops. Every $at surface, it seems, 
is branded with the symbol of the Lebanese Forces, a cross with its base 
sliced off at an angle, like a sword. Aer recent clashes with Shiites, 
Milad and his buddies raised a 15-foot wooden cross on the sidewalk 
and plastered a plywood wall behind it with huge posters of Jesus. en 
they installed $oodlights so that Hezbollah %ghters across the road 
would get the following message 24 hours a day: “Ain al-Rumaneh is 
Christian. Keep the hell out.”

By age 12, when he joined the LF, Milad had the swagger of a shabb, or 
tough guy. He has no idea how many men he killed during the war. He’s 
been in and out of jail dozens of times and even now, at 40, hasn’t given 
up the adrenaline-fueled life of a %ghter. His thinning hair is slicked 
back, Elvis style, and he wears the big LF cross on a gold chain around 
his neck and tattooed on his le forearm. Like many Arab Christian 
guys, Milad pumps a lot of iron, and though carrying a slight paunch, he 
has a powerlier’s chest that he’s proud of, wrapped tightly in a white 
Armani T-shirt. He $exes his biceps and chest constantly. He carouses in 
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a souped-up SUV, drinks too much, breaks a lot of hearts. Since the July 
2006 war with Israel, which ruined the Lebanese economy and 
strengthened Hezbollah, his tile business has taken a hit, but Milad is 
hoping to ride this crisis out, just like all the others.

Countrywide, this chronic instability has pushed unemployment to 20 
percent, scared away foreign investors, and dimmed the nation’s once 
vibrant commercial life. A week before, in the Maronite heartland along 
the Qadicha Valley, I’d stopped at a shop in Bcharre, a town on the edge 
of a cliff that was home to the poet Khalil Gibran. 

“First customer of the day,” said the dark-haired woman behind the 
counter, whose name was Liliane Geagea. It was 11 a.m. on a sunny 
Saturday in April, prime tourist season, but the place was empty. “With 
all the troubles, people have just stopped coming,” she said. “Everybody’s 
saving their money so they can leave this crazy place. I know I am. I’ve 
given this country 45 years of my life, most of them in a war, and that’s 
enough. I’m exhausted, and so is my family. My daughter is studying at 
Beirut University. When she graduates, my advice to her is: Go to 
America, go to Europe or Australia, it doesn’t matter where. Just get out 
and take me with you.”

Milad doesn’t have the option of leaving, and neither do thousands of 
other tough guys just like him who meet in militia clubhouses to discuss 
the “situation” and abide by their party’s decision to make political 
alliances instead of war. But if there’s anything that makes them nervous, 
it’s being outgunned. Milad $exes his biceps, pats the stock of his ri$e, 
and grins. “We still have our weapons,” he says, %ngering one of the 
M16s he keeps oiled and ready in his basement. “But these days the 
Shiites have more.” He gestures out the window, to shot-up apartment 
complexes just beyond the four-lane road that might as well be a hostile 
international border. “Hezbollah controls everything on the other side of 
that road,” he says. “And those guys are crazy. ey’ve got rocket 
launchers, RPGs, you name it, all supplied by Iran. We’ll always protect 
our neighborhoods and our families, no questions asked. But these days, 
if it turned into a shooting war, we’d lose. So now we believe in peace.”

A few hours east of the battle lines between Muslim and Christian in 
Beirut, communities in Syria offer a reminder, beneath the hostilities of 
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today, of how closely related the two religions really are. ere are oases 
of tolerance—once widespread, now less so—where Christians and 
Muslims attend one another’s weddings and funerals and worship at one 
another’s shrines. In some monasteries Christians still prostrate 
themselves in prayer—a Byzantine-era practice that early Muslims may 
have admired and adopted. Some churches still conduct services in 
Aramaic or Syriac, languages that predate Islam.

One aernoon I climb to Our Lady of Saydnaya, a cliff-top Greek 
Orthodox convent in Syria that has weathered the storms of empire since 
547. Once inside I %nd myself not among Christians but in a crowd of 
Muslim families who’ve come seeking the blessings of the Virgin Mary, 
whose powers of healing and fertility have drawn people in need for 
nearly 1,500 years.

As my eyes adjust to the gloom of the candlelit inner sanctum, I watch as 
a woman in a head scarf offers her baby, wrapped in a blanket, to the 
centerpiece of the shrine. ere, surrounded by soot-blackened icons, a 
brass template covers the image of Mary, said to be painted by St. Luke, 
which inspires even though hidden from view. With her eyes closed and 
lips moving in silent prayer, the baby’s mother presses his face gently 
against the metal plate for a long moment. Later, outside, I meet the 
woman and her family, who’d driven up from Damascus aer Friday 
prayers at their mosque.

Wary of strangers, they would offer only the name of their sick child, 
Mahmoud. Just seven months old, swaddled in a green blanket, he lay 
still as death with his eyes closed, barely breathing. His face was a dark 
grayish brown. “e doctor said he can’t do anything for Mahmoud and 
that we should send him to America for an operation,” his mother says. 
“at’s impossible, so we need a miracle instead. I’m a Muslim, but a 
long time ago my family used to be Christian. I believe in the prophets—
Muslim, Jewish, and Christian—and I believe in Mary. I’ve come here so 
that my boy will be healed.”

Such scenes re$ect the Levant’s history of coexistence between Muslims 
and people of other faiths, which dates from the earliest days of Islam. 
When the Muslim Caliph Omar conquered Syria from the Byzantine 
Empire around 636, he protected the Christians under his rule, allowing 
them to keep their churches and worship as they pleased. But many 
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Christians converted to Islam anyway, preferring its emphasis on a 
personal connection with God to the oppressive hierarchies of the 
Byzantine Church. e grandson of the last Christian governor of 
Damascus, who grew up to be the theologian St. John Damascene, 
listened to the newcomers talk about Islam—its acceptance of the Old 
and New Testaments, its esteem for Jewish prophets, its veneration of 
Jesus and Mary—and concluded that it was another of the many 
Christian heresies making the rounds of the Byzantine Empire, beyond 
the reach of church authorities in Constantinople. It never occurred 
to him, even writing many years later, that Islam might be a separate 
religion. When later caliphs imposed heavy taxes on Christians, 
conversions soared among poor villagers. For those early Arab 
Christians, whose word for God was (as it still is today) Allah, 
accepting the tenets of Islam was more like stepping over a stream 
than vaulting a chasm.

“You can’t live alongside people for a thousand years and see them as the 
children of Satan,” observes Paolo Dall’Oglio, an earthy, bear-size monk 
who hosts Muslims in interfaith dialogue at Deir Mar Musa, the sixth-
century desert monastery he and his Arab followers restored between 
Damascus and Homs. “On the contrary, Muslims are us. is is the 
lesson the West has yet to learn and that Arab Christians are uniquely 
quali%ed to teach. ey are the last, vital link between the Christian West 
and the Arab Muslim world. If Arab Christians were to disappear, the 
two sides would dri even further apart than they already are. ey are 
the go-betweens.”

BACK IN JERUSALEM Mark and Lisa are acutely aware of the role that 
Arab Christians might play in the geopolitical dramas of today. But they 
live in a hothouse world, where go-betweens are in constant danger of 
being trampled—by Muslims, by Jews, or by Western Christians, who 
(not unlike the crusaders) look right through them as they race past to 
stake their claim on God’s holy ground.

On Easter morning, Mark and Lisa make a handsome couple in their 
Sunday clothes, leading Nate and Nadia by the hand up the sidewalk to 
the family car, a middle-aged, maroon Honda. It’s a proud moment, their 
%rst Easter together in the Holy Land, and Lisa, noticing the thick coat of 
dust on the car, asks Mark to give it a rinse. He fetches a hose and 
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connects it to a faucet they share with their neighbors, who come out on 
the porch and stand, watching, in their kaffiyehs and head scarves. In an 
animated voice, Lisa explains to the kids that Daddy’s giving the car a 
bath for Easter. Right on cue, with a playful $ourish, Mark squeezes the 
nozzle on the hose. Nothing comes out. He checks the faucet, squeezes 
again. Still nothing. So there he stands, empty hose in hand, in front of 
his kids, his neighbors, and a visitor from overseas. “I guess they’ve 
opened the pipes to the settlements,” he says quietly, gesturing to the 
hundreds of new Israeli housing units climbing up the hills nearby. “No 
more [water] for us.” Lisa is still trying to explain this to the kids as the 
car pulls away from the curb.

“I hate the Israelis,” Lisa says one day, out of the blue. “I really hate them. 
We all hate them. I think even Nate’s starting to hate them.”
Is that a sin? I ask.

“Yes, it is,” she says. “And that makes me a sinner. But I confess my sins 
when I go to church, and that helps. I’m learning not to hate. In the 
meantime, I go to confession.”

“Hate destroys the spirit of those who hate,” says Father Ra%q Khoury, a 
so-spoken Palestinian priest who hears his share of confessions at the 
Latin Patriarchate in Jerusalem. “But even in the midst of all these 
troubles, all this violence and despair driving Christians away, you can 
see new life in the faces of young people and experience the hope that is 
God’s gi to humanity. at is the message of Easter.”

Yet even at Easter, Arab Christians seem to be the forgotten ones. 
One night in East Jerusalem, I accompanied Lisa and Mark to Good 
Friday services at the huge Church of All Nations next to the Garden of 
Gethsemane. Mark, who can’t stand crowds, stayed outside with Nate 
in the cool night air, but Lisa has celebrated this Mass since she was a child 
and wanted to go inside. The crowd was sparse, and we took a position 
well back from the pews, standing a few yards inside the church doors. 
Lisa had Nadia in a stroller. As we stood there admiring the church’s 
ornate altar and vestibule, the Christian hordes circulating through 
Jerusalem suddenly descended, like an Old Testament plague, on 
the church.
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Hundreds of pilgrims churned through the church’s double doors, %lling 
the cavernous space with warm bodies and pushing us deeper into the 
church. e temperature rose rapidly, and air was suddenly in short 
supply. I checked Lisa’s face and saw a look of alarm as she gripped the 
stroller and tried to anchor herself against the river of humanity $owing 
into the church. Dutch, German, Korean, Nigerian, American, French, 
Spanish, Russian, Filipino, Brazilian, the crowd surged forward, 
searching hungrily for a greater proximity to God.

Suddenly Lisa’s decision to bring Nadia along was looking like a mistake. 
At eye level, people were seeing the vacant space created by the stroller 
and aggressively pushing to %ll it, not realizing there was a sleeping child 
down below until they were practically falling onto her. Lisa’s eyes 
widened as we fought to protect Nadia from the crush of bodies. As if 
wading through chest-deep water, we tried to clear a path for the stroller 
to the church doors. A number of foreign pilgrims reacted poorly to this 
tiny Arab woman moving in the wrong direction, and things got a bit 
physical as we made our way through the crowd. As we passed through 
the doors, the crowd thinned out slightly. Lisa leaned in, straining to be 
heard over the chaos around us. 

“Do you see how it is?” she asked, gasping for air on the hill where Jesus 
spent his last night on Earth. “is is our home. And it’s like we’re not 
even here!”

☯

June 2009
©National Geographic Society
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Fast Lane to the Future

A new superhighway linking its four major cities 
is bringing old and new India into jarring proximity.

By Don Belt

INDIA’S NEW NATIONAL HIGHWAY, part crushed rock and asphalt, 
part yellow brick road, swings through Bangalore as it races across 
southern India bearing the turbocharged hopes of a billion people from 
the Arabian Sea to the Bay of Bengal. In downtown Bangalore the wheels 
roll to a stop, briefly, beside an ornate, 50-foot-high Hindu temple where 
every night a cheerful little man in horn-rimmed glasses named R. L. 
Deekshith, the temple priest, delivers the Hindu equivalent of curbside 
service. His specialty is the ritual called a puja, in which he spreads the 
munificence of the god Lord Ganesh upon a parade of newly purchased 
vehicles—cars, trucks, SUVs, motorcycles, and auto rickshaws, along with 
the occasional bicycle or bullock cart—whose owners wouldn’t think of 
hitting the road without the blessings of a happy, four-armed god with the 
head of an elephant who brings prosperity and good fortune, particularly 
to machines and those setting out on something new.
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Menaka Shekaran, a 23-year-old accountant for a company that imports 
exercise equipment, is waiting to have Mr. Deekshith conduct a puja 
over her silver motor scooter, which she just purchased this aernoon. 
Bright-eyed and slender, Menaka is dressed in the fashion one sees on 
thousands of young Indian women on motorcycles—designer jeans, 
brightly colored tunic, black heels, and a white scarf over her hair, 
wrapped to cover her nose and mouth.

As the priest works his way down a long line of vehicles, Menaka’s older 
brother Dhana lights a coconut, circling the motor scooter three times 
with the smoking husk before smashing it to bits on the pavement in 
front of the scooter. He places a lemon under the front tire, which 
Menaka will try to crush when she rolls forward, a most auspicious 
beginning.

“Do you have a driver’s license?” I ask her.

“No, sir, no,” she giggles. At that moment Mr. Deekshith appears and 
drapes a garland of yellow $owers over the scooter’s handlebars. He 
sprinkles holy water from the shrine of Lord Ganesh over the bike while 
reciting a mantra from the Hindu Vedas, and %nishes by $icking droplets 
of red kumkum, an extract of turmeric, over the front of the scooter and 
dabbing a bit onto Menaka’s forehead.

In thanks, Menaka hands him a gi bag of bananas and turmeric 
powder. en she starts the ignition and guns the engine. She seems 
brie$y baffled by the controls (Which one, again, is the throttle? Which 
one is the brake?) and struggles to keep the bike upright once she’s 
pushed it forward off the kickstand, crushing the lemon to raucous 
cheers from Dhana and other onlookers. An auspicious beginning, but it 
looks as if she might keel over sideways into the traffic rushing by a few 
feet away. Alarmed, I grab hold of a handlebar.

“Do you have a helmet?” I shout over the sputtering engine. She shakes 
her head, grinning.

“Do you know how to drive?”

“No, sir, not really,” she shouts back merrily, “but I’m planning to learn!”
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With that, she jerks forward, peeling rubber as Dhana races alongside 
and nearly gets clipped by a passing car. She accelerates and plunges into 
the madness of evening rush hour in Bangalore with only Lord Ganesh 
to help her. As she passes under distant streetlights, I can just make out 
the top of her head bobbing along in the seething current of 21st-
century India, one more swirling pinpoint in a moving river of light.

e road under Menaka’s wheels is one stretch of the Golden 
Quadrilateral (GQ), the brand-new, 3,633-mile expressway linking the 
country’s major population centers of Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, and 
Kolkata. It is part of the largest and most ambitious public infrastructure 
project in the country’s history, one with a social engineering goal at its 
heart: Much as the U.S. interstate highway system mobilized American 
society and grooved the postwar economy, India hopes the Golden 
Quadrilateral will push the country’s economic engine into overdrive—
bringing the bene%ts of growth in its booming metropolises out to its 
impoverished villages, where more than half the population lives.

Announced in 1998 by then Prime Minister Atal B. Vajpayee, who is 
credited with giving the project its grandiose name, the Golden 
Quadrilateral is exceeded in scale only by the national railway system 
built by the British in the 1850s. For decades aer its 1947 
independence, India practiced a kind of South Asian socialism in 
keeping with the idealism of its founders, Gandhi and Nehru, and its 
economy eventually stalled. In the 1990s the country began opening its 
markets to foreign investment, led by a pro-growth government and 
staffed by an army of young go-getters who speak excellent English and 
work for a fraction of the wages paid in the West. Yet India’s leaders 
realized their decrepit highways could hobble the country in its race 
toward modernization. “Our roads don’t have a few potholes,” Prime 
Minister Vajpayee complained to aides in the mid-1990s. “Our potholes 
have a few roads.”

Ten years aer Vajpayee’s announcement, the GQ is among the most 
elaborately conceived highway systems in the world, a masterpiece of 
high-tech ingenuity that is, in many ways, a calling card for India in the 
21st century. Seen on a 48-inch $at-screen computer monitor at highway 
administration headquarters in Delhi, the GQ seems as beautiful as a 
space capsule. Its designers describe it as an “elegant collection of data 
points,” or a gleaming, “state-of-the-art machine,” a technologically 
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advanced conveyor belt moving goods and people around India with 
seamless precision.

It’s easy to be swept up in their enthusiasm for a system so 
technologically advanced that one day, any rupture in the pavement 
could be detected by sensors and maintenance crews dispatched; where 
tolls would be computerized and instantly tabulated against long-term 
projections; where accidents trigger an instantaneous response from 
nearby emergency teams. And there is no doubt that the highway and 
the development it has generated have quickened the pulse of the nation, 
boosted traffic volume, and brought millions of workers pouring into 
medium-size and large cities from the countryside. Yet the GQ has also 
brought old and new India into jarring proximity, challenging the moral 
and cultural underpinnings of a nation founded on Gandhian principles 
of austerity, brotherhood, and spirituality. It’s sharpened India’s appetite 
for material possessions—especially cars—and many Indians, especially 
those over 30, have a hard time recognizing the India they see advertised 
on television and billboards, which comes in a wide choice of designer 
colors and does zero to sixty in under ten seconds.

“I see the GQ as a metaphor for modern India, speeding along today at a 
hundred miles an hour,” says historian Ramachandra Guha, author of 
India Aer Gandhi. “Imagine we stop at a traffic light and roll down the 
window. ere’s a path next to the highway, and a little old guy riding 
past on a bicycle. As we wait impatiently for the light to change, he calls 
to us to watch out, slow down, don’t be so reckless and single-minded in 
our pursuit of growth and affluence and material goods. Well, that chap 
on the bicycle is Gandhi. He’s our conscience, and even with all that’s 
changed in India, he cannot be ignored.”

SEEN THROUGH THE WINDSHIELD of Rakesh Kumar’s truck, the Golden 
Quadrilateral is a shadow play on asphalt lit by bouncing beams of light, 
a tedious slab of man-made rock animated by high-beam creatures that 
jump out from shadows along the road and vanish the instant you see 
them: the side of a cow, a mound of hay, the corpse of a dog, a ghost on a 
bicycle. It’s 3:30 in the morning, and Rakesh and his 19-year-old nephew 
Sanjay are chewing high-octane masala tobacco—which keeps them 
awake by burning their gums—scratching bedbug bites, and listening to 
screechy Bollywood love songs that Rakesh plays over tinny speakers 
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loud enough to wake the dead. “TRUCK DRIVING MUSIC!” he yells 
over the sound of the engine, which is roaring like a 747 though the 
truck is barely doing 30.

Even at that speed, he’s passing other trucks laboring along in the slow 
lane, and Sanjay’s job is to signal Rakesh with loud slaps on the door 
frame when they’ve cleared the passed truck. ey’re 250 miles north of 
Mumbai in the state of Gujarat, hauling nine tons of candle wax, fabric 
dyes, and electrical supplies to the factories of Delhi. ey’ve already 
blown two tires tonight—Rakesh stopped at a roadside tire stand and 
rousted the mechanic out of bed to patch them—and now he’s racing to 
reach a checkpoint by 4 a.m., when he’s scheduled to meet a friend of his 
boss’s. is man will “guide” them through the checkpoint at the 
Rajasthan state line, he says, since the truck is overloaded.

In spite of the 50-mile-an-hour speed limit on the GQ, Rakesh usually 
drives 40 miles an hour or slower to save fuel; the owner gives him a 
reasonable allowance for expenses, and Rakesh is free to pocket any 
money he doesn’t spend. If all goes well, he can roughly double the salary 
he’s paid for a trip like this, which isn’t much. e Indian economy may 
be on %re, but for a man like Rakesh, with a wife and four kids to 
support, every rupee counts. When I visited his home on a dusty side 
street in Ahmadabad, all four kids—two boys and two girls ranging in 
age from three to 18—proudly demonstrated their contribution to the 
family %nances, retooling brushes on the living room $oor for a local 
textile manufacturer. “In this family, if you don’t work, you don’t eat,” 
said Rakesh.

A tough, funny, straight-talking man of 42, Rakesh is built like a former 
boxer—right down to the punched-in nose—but you’d be wrong if you 
mistook his machismo for recklessness. is is a guy who’s been driving 
trucks professionally for 22 years. He values his reputation as a safe and 
sober driver. 

“Of the drivers on the highway tonight, I’d bet that 90 percent are high 
on something,” he says—hashish, liquor, or doda, a tea-like mixture of 
opium and betel nut that many drivers use to stay alert, but which also 
clouds their judgment. Still, he prefers driving at night, when it’s cool 
and the GQ is freer of the human and animal traffic that can slow a 
driver down or cause an accident. It’s not unusual, on a six-lane 
superhighway, to %nd oxcarts, water buffalo, motorcycles, and the 
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occasional line of trucks and cars coming straight at you, in your lane, 
driving the wrong way because it’s shorter or easier or perhaps because 
they’re confused. Goats graze the median strip, and traffic is oen held 
up by sacred cows, the only users of the highway that seem oblivious to 
the danger $ying around like shrapnel.
Towns cut in half by the highway are especially dangerous, since crowds 
of pedestrians cross in the face of oncoming traffic, which almost never 
breaks speed voluntarily. In some of these towns, congestion is so bad 
that the GQ comes to a standstill, and the fundamental laws of Indian 
traffic, which resemble those governing swarms of bees, take hold. To 
cross a busy intersection is to catch a glimpse of the Indian character: 
enterprising, creative, pushy, energetic, relentless, and surprisingly good-
natured. As you wait to cross, you’re aware of a constant push around 
your edges, a jockeying for position that seeks to $ow past you on the 
way to the other side. ere’s nothing hostile about it; it’s just that 
standing still is not an option.

Shortly before reaching the toll plazas at Udaipur, Rakesh decides to 
leave the GQ and take an alternate route through the hill country to the 
west. ough slower, this two-lane highway saves him about $20 in tolls. 
It also provides a glimpse of what life was like before the GQ. e 
accident rate on two-lane highways in India is much higher than on the 
GQ, and that, says Rakesh, “is probably the best thing about these new 
highways. ey’re a lot safer.”

In midaernoon we pass a ghoulish wreck—a truck pulling out onto the 
highway had been hit broadside by an 18-wheel $atbed speeding 
downhill with two eight-ton blocks of white marble from a local quarry. 
e enormous blocks hadn’t been lashed down but were simply resting 
on the truck bed. Upon impact, both slid forward and $attened the cab, 
crushing the driver and his two helpers to death.

In such cases, mobs oen quickly form and attack the surviving driver, 
regardless of whether he was at fault. I came upon half a dozen accidents 
during my travels on the GQ, and invariably the crowd was agitated, far 
more interested in meting out justice than in giving %rst aid to the poor 
soul broken and bleeding in the roadway. One night, Rakesh says, he 
collided with an auto rickshaw that recklessly pulled out in front of him. 
As he tried to help the rickshaw driver, he noted with alarm that a mob 
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was forming, yelling for the truck driver’s blood. He quickly slipped in 
among them and joined the chorus shouting, “Where is that sonofabitch 
driver? Kill him!”

IF NOT FOR THE GOLDEN QUADRILATERAL, 29-year-old Tamil Selvan 
might still be farming coconuts in his village in the southern Indian state 
of Tamil Nadu. Instead, young Tamil dutifully rode his father’s bicycle to 
and from a government school in a larger village a few miles away. Next 
he attended a technical institute in a nearby town, and now he works as a 
senior technician at the giant Hyundai car factory on the GQ just west of 
Chennai, %nding and %xing $aws in the silvery metal shells that come 
sweeping down the assembly line, pausing at each workstation for an 
average of 64 seconds. Once assembled, his handiwork is painted and 
polished and shipped, via trucks on the GQ, to the port at Chennai and 
then all over the world—an outcome that, even aer ten years on the job, 
Tamil still %nds hard to fathom. “ink of all the things these cars 
endure during their lifetimes”—he says earnestly—”all the extremes of 
weather, the different roads and traffic around the world. It’s hard to 
believe their journey starts here.”

Tamil, a quiet, solidly built family man with a mustache, spends his nine-
hour workday in a uniform—dark blue polo shirt and pants, white dust 
mask, orange earplugs, white gloves—and seems always to have a tool in 
his hand. He was one of Hyundai’s original hires in 1998, aer the South 
Korean automaker built its factory here on a $at, 535-acre tract of land. 
Today Hyundai’s 5,400 employees embody the qualities that have helped 
make India one of the hottest destinations in the world for 
manufacturers. Martii Salomaa, a Finnish manager at the neighboring 
Nokia factory that opened in 2006 and now employs 9,000 people, says 
India has “the most amazing workforce in the world. People here are 
creative, driven, full of energy and new ideas. You don’t need to push 
them, because they push each other relentlessly; the challenge is 
channeling their incredible energy.”

Tamil doesn’t think of himself as a fast-lane innovator so much as a 
problem solver, just like millions of other south Indian kids who grow up 
in a village miles from the nearest paved road and help their fathers, as 
Tamil did, farm small plots of mangoes and rice and coconuts. At work, 
one of Tamil’s suggestions—to run a second hydraulic line under the 
workstation so the team’s drills could be used efficiently on both sides of 
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the car—was just common sense, but it saved the company thousands of 
hours and earned him recognition as Hyundai’s Man of the Month. It is 
his proudest accomplishment, and he keeps the award certi%cate, with 
the printed inscription, “V ARE PROUD OF YOU,” in a special book at 
home. He used the 2,500-rupee cash award to help buy a secondhand 
motorcycle so that he, his wife, and young son could travel to his home 
village for festivals and occasional weekend visits.

Every factory on the GQ, including Hyundai, creates its own 
“ecosystem,” opening dozens of specialized niches that are quickly %lled 
by energetic Indian entrepreneurs. Hyundai, for example, is surrounded 
by 83 smaller companies, which supply it with windshields, fasteners, 
headlights, rearview mirrors, and other specialty parts. Each of these 
companies in turn has suppliers of its own to provide truck transport, 
warehousing, clerical services, and logistical support. India has also 
created Special Economic Zones (SEZs) that provide new infrastructure 
and a tax holiday to foreign companies making products for export 
using Indian workers. Today there are more than 200 SEZs in India, 
which generate more than $15 billion in annual exports and provide 
jobs for more than half a million Indian workers. e vitality of these 
ecosystems is partly responsible for India’s soaring economic growth 
rate of 9 percent a year, second only to China among comparable 
market economies.

Yet unlike China, India is a freewheeling democracy where clashes over 
land for the highway and its enterprise zones are inevitable. In a country 
as densely populated as India—more than a billion people living in an 
area about a third the size of the United States—seemingly every inch of 
viable land is spoken for. Building a factory gobbles farms; widening a 
highway displaces thousands of small shops, restaurants, truck stops, tea 
stalls, and other businesses. Roads do change everything, and not always 
to everyone’s advantage.

TAUNTS AND TEAR GAS CANISTERS were whistling through the air one hot 
Sunday afternoon last year, when the war over land erupted near Singur, a 
farming district west of Kolkata along the Golden Quadrilateral. The scene 
unfolded amid billowing clouds of tear gas, which drifted back and forth 
across a pastoral landscape like a scene from the Civil War. Massed on one 
side of a flat, open field in a Gandhian display of civil disobedience were 
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several thousand farmers from surrounding villages, who had gathered to 
take back land seized by the government. Facing them was a battle line of 
several hundred state police in khaki uniforms, armed with shields and 
lathis, heavy, four-foot-long bamboo staffs capable of rendering a farmer 
senseless, or lifeless, if swung with enough force.

Behind the police line was a ten-foot-tall brick wall surrounded by 
barbed wire, and behind that 645 acres of farmland that the West Bengal 
state government had leased to Tata Motors, the giant Indian automaker, 
as incentive to build a factory here. Adjacent to the GQ and just an hour 
from Kolkata, the site had clear advantages for a $560-million company 
that ships its products all over India and the world, and Tata Motors, 
assured by state officials that they had followed due process of the law, 
had already committed to build its revolutionary $2,500 car here.

Over the past decade, India’s Highway Authority has gone to 
extraordinary lengths to compensate those in the path of the Golden 
Quadrilateral. Usually landowners and tenants have been paid by the 
Indian government, partly with funds loaned by the World Bank for that 
purpose. In the adjacent enterprise zones, the burden rests with state 
governments to acquire acreage for economic development. Ironically, 
it’s the Communist Party leaders of West Bengal—one of India’s poorest 
states, lagging years behind in economic development—who’ve turned 
suddenly and rabidly pro-business, resorting to land con%scation and 
strong-arm tactics to lure manufacturers at the expense of the poor 
farmers who elected them in the %rst place. When that happens, the 
clashes over land turn ugly.

Here in Singur, an old woman, furious, staggered bravely across the 
battle%eld toward the police line, swinging a heavy stick that was bigger 
than she was. “Our lands are being stolen from us! Where is your 
humanity?” she screamed hoarsely, to cheers from the hundreds of 
protesters who followed her. Bare-chested teenage boys, stirred by her 
courage, dashed forward and threw rocks and bricks at the police, who 
batted them away with their shields. At a signal, the police front line 
began moving toward the demonstrators with their lathis raised, as 
others launched tear gas canisters and %red rubber bullets at the farmers. 
In the clash that followed, dozens of protesters were injured, although 
the police likely restrained themselves because journalists were present. 
at night, aer we le, the police returned in force, arresting the leaders 
of the protest, beating many more with their lathis. e state intelligence 
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bureau called our guide and issued a warning: If we came back, we’d be 
questioned too.

A few days later some of the protesters gathered at a nearby farming 
village called Beraberi. A farmer named Kashinath Manna, 75, his eyes 
shining like a teenager’s, spoke about the seven acres he and his two 
brothers had farmed since they were children, land they inherited from 
their father, and from his father before him. eir crops are irrigated 
from tube wells that the Indian government drilled during the 
agricultural green revolution of the 1960s to combat malnutrition and 
make India self-sufficient. at well water, Kashinath says, was the magic 
ingredient; it unlocked the fertility in the soil to produce up to %ve 
harvests a year—of okra, beans, potatoes, hemp—a yield rich enough to 
support the extended family, 32 children and grandchildren, who 
depend on Kashinath and his brothers. “We produced so much that I 
had to use a bicycle rickshaw to haul it to market,” he says.

ese days Kashinath can carry his crops to market in a canvas bag slung 
over his shoulder. at’s all he can grow on his share of a third of an acre 
of land, which is what the family has le now that Tata Motors is moving 
in next door. He will never forget the day they lost the rest. It was early 
morning, just aer dawn, and as he turned off the dirt road of his village 
onto the footpath leading to the family’s land, he was shocked to see that 
a cordon of police stood between him and the %elds; behind them, 
workers were putting up a barbed-wire fence. As he approached, the 
police raised their weapons and told him to go home. It was as if he’d 
been stripped naked, he says. “We are only farmers,” he says sadly. 
“at’s all I know how to do. I’ve been thinking lately of suicide.” One of 
Kashinath’s best friends, also a farmer, killed himself a few months ago.

e government of West Bengal claims powers of acquisition under an 
1894 law and maintains that most farmers in Singur willingly vacated 
their lands in return for compensation. at claim offends Kashinath. 
No farmer would voluntarily give up fertile land, he says. “And if we gave 
it willingly, why do they need to deploy the police against us? I’m not a 
criminal. I haven’t done any harm to anyone in my life. But now I’m sick 
with worry. What will we eat? How will we live? What is the future of 
our children?”

Anuradha Talwar of the West Bengal Agricultural Workers Union says 
that “many farmers were intimidated by party workers into giving 
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written consent for the occupation of their land,” and that only about 60 
percent of the land was lawfully transferred. To press the issue, her 
organization %led a lawsuit on behalf of the farmers, which is currently 
making its way through the courts.

Across the country in his Mumbai office, Ravi Kant, managing director 
of Tata Motors, a revered Indian company with a record of social 
responsibility, admits that at Singur “there’s room for improvement,” but 
prefers to focus on the 2,000 jobs and various other economic 
advantages his factory on the Golden Quadrilateral will bring to the 
people of West Bengal, one of the least developed states in the country. 
“In the end, many more people will bene%t from this project than be 
hurt by it,” adds his colleague Debasis Ray, himself a native of West 
Bengal. “at’s the nature of progress.”

Farmers are already feeling the bene%ts of the highway in some areas. In 
Mettur, a tidy farming village at the end of a one-lane road, the parents 
of Tamil Selvan, the Hyundai worker, now live in a %ne, two-story house 
made of concrete blocks 170 miles from the factory where their son 
works. Next door is their original one-room house of sticks and mortar, 
which they now use to store coconuts, potatoes, and burlap sacks full of 
rice. A few years ago the state government paved the road to the village, 
connecting it to secondary highways and from there to the GQ and 
distant markets. Another innovation of the 1990s—wireless telephone 
networks, which followed the path of India’s highways to give road 
travelers uninterrupted coverage—helps farmers take advantage of the 
new roads. In places like Mettur, for the cost of a $30 cell phone and a 
few dollars a month, farmers can now conduct trade from hundreds of 
miles away, eliminating the middleman and removing some of the 
guesswork from long-distance hauling and selling.

“e roads have changed everything,” says Tamil’s father, Devaraja Pillai, 
a warm, digni%ed man of 59. “It used to be that we could only sell our 
crops in the towns nearby, and prices were low. Now we’ve got a truck, 
which we use to haul our coconuts and mangoes to bigger markets like 
Bangalore and Chennai. We can get seven rupees a pound for our 
coconuts in Bangalore, three times what we make around here. And we 
can get there in about half the time it used to take, so our crops don’t 
spoil.” A part-time farmer, Tamil’s father is also the village schoolteacher, 
a poet, and a devotee of the 19th-century guru Swami Vivekananda, 
whose long hair and large, beati%c eyes appear in photographs around 
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the house. On the bright green wall of the living room, he has posted one 
of Vivekananda’s sayings: “Education is the manifestation of perfection 
already in man.” ose words became his credo.

Six months aer Tamil started at Hyundai, the company invited the 
families of their new workers to visit the plant, all expenses paid. Tamil’s 
mother and father made the bus journey to Chennai along the Golden 
Quadrilateral and were overwhelmed by the size of Hyundai, which 
Tamil had warned them was a “huge company, like a sea.” ey watched, 
wide-eyed, as their son operated equipment worth millions of dollars 
and marveled at the efficiency of the assembly line, described by his 
father as “one side robot, one side man, working as one being.”

Devaraja also saw the perfection in Tamil as never before, a 
manifestation of the acquired skill and con%dence that today frees 
millions of rural Indians from the bonds of caste and geography. In the 
past two decades, the number of Indians living below the poverty level 
has dropped, and the middle class has grown dramatically—an 
achievement that even Gandhi would have celebrated.

INDIA’S FOUNDING FATHER, still revered, is a symbol of an India that is 
difficult to imagine ever being paved over by a highway or seized for new 
factories. But these days, Gandhi is many things to many people. “India 
may have evolved past the ‘austerity’ mind-set, but Gandhi has never 
been more relevant than he is today,” says Subhabrata Ghosh, an 
executive at Saatchi & Saatchi/India who keeps a keen eye on the 
national zeitgeist. “Gandhi is about courage, competence, empowerment, 
and a willingness to manifest change. It’s true we live in a time when 
there is no freedom struggle. But there is a global marketplace, and 
Gandhi was one of the most %ercely competitive people who ever lived. 
He threw out the British without %ring a shot!”

In the fast lane to Delhi, I %nally met up with the Gandhi that 
Ramachandra Guha suggested I watch for, the wise man on the bicycle 
telling Indians to slow down, be gentle, don’t forget who you really are. 
One morning in Rajasthan, all vehicles were forced off one side of the 
highway by a herd of several hundred Brahman cattle being driven, 
against traffic, by a pair of colorfully dressed nomads. As the animals 
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grazed on bushes in the yard of a house nearby, I noticed an old man 
reclining under a pipal tree, smoking a hookah. Behind him, a dusty 
bicycle leaned against the wall of his compound, a few hundred feet from 
the highway. I wandered over just as he was trying to call back his dog, 
which was barking ferociously at the cows: “Beevcoof! You idiot! Get 
back here!” 

His name was Deen Dayal, he said, and he looked like something out of 
the British-Afghan wars, with his huge, white handlebar mustache, buzz 
cut, and bright eyes full of mischief. In a strong, commanding voice, he 
said he’s 80 years old and owns land on both sides of the highway, along 
with three dhabas, or truck stops, and a gas station that’s making money 
hand over %st, thanks to traffic on the GQ. ese days he rides his 
bicycle on footpaths between the house and his businesses, but he 
doesn’t dare ride on the highway anymore. “I don’t hear that well, and 
these cars are going so fast it scares me. Half my land is on the other side 
of the highway, and I’m too scared to cross the road.”

While we were on the subject of the road, he said, “I’m very angry. I just 
found out that they’re going to widen the highway again, and take my 
whole yard this time.” He showed me a metal stake driven two feet 
beyond the corner of his front wall. “ese highway guys came with 15 
or 20 cops and measured to here,” he said. “My yard, my tree, my resting 
place—all gone.”

We sat in silence a while, and then, calmer, he told me how it was before 
there were roads, and they had to walk ten miles to the nearest train 
station. He lived through the partition of India and Pakistan, and he 
talked about that too.

“Did you ever happen to meet Gandhi?” I asked.

“I did,” he said. Just aer independence, there was a big push for new 
roads, and the government planned to put one here. “But they wanted 
to run it right through our farm, where the highway is today. So my 
father and I and a group of other people took the train to Delhi to ask 
Gandhiji and Nehru to move the road to the edge of our land so it 
wouldn’t be cut in half.”
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“How did it go?” I asked.

“Oh, it was very nice,” he said. “ey met with us and shook our hands 
and listened to our arguments very politely. And then they went ahead 
and did exactly what they were planning to do all along.”

☯

October 2008
©National Geographic Society
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Living in the Shadow of Peace

In Israel’s Galilee region̶half Jewish, half Arab̶two peoples have 
managed to coexist since the founding of Israel. Could this scenic 
land where Jesus walked become a bridge to Middle East peace?

By Don Belt

AFTERNOONS BROUGHT RAIN in early spring, when my wife, Annie, and I 
came to Galilee, the rugged hill country of northern Israel.  Galilee is 
best known, perhaps, as the home of Jesus of Nazareth, and with its 
stony hillsides and gnarled old olive trees the region looks the part.  Even 
the weather at %rst seemed biblical:  Mighty, swi-moving 
thunderstorms would darken the skies and smite the earth.  en the 
gray marble clouds would part, and a single incandescent beam would 
pour through like a searchlight, probing the green hills and bone white 
stones like a miracle looking for a place to land.  

In the Spring of 1994, miracles really did seem at hand in the Middle 
East.  It had all begun a few months before, with a handshake between 
archenemies—Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel and Yasser Arafat, 
chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO). ey had 
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stunned the world by agreeing to end the decades-long con$ict between 
Israel and the Arabs known as Palestinians, most of whom $ed or were 
driven from their homes during Israel’s 1948 War of Independence.  
Many were living in refugee camps in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.  

Next up was Jordan, whose King Hussein was moving quietly to 
strengthen ties with Israel.  To make peace with neighboring Syria, Israel 
was considering withdrawal from the Golan Heights, which it had 
annexed aer capturing the territory in 1967.  

Many Israelis were %lled with hope at the prospect of peace; some, 
noting that Galilean Jews and Arabs have lived together quietly for 
decades, we’re even going so far as to call Galilee the “bridge to peace,” 
a model for how the two groups can put aside old grievances and work 
toward a common future.  is is what we came to see.

But what we found in Galilee suggests that mending fences with the 
Arabs outside Israel may turn out to be only the %rst, and most difficult, 
step toward lasting peace.  e second:  making peace with the 850,000 
Arabs living inside Israel as citizens, whose discontent has been 
simmering for nearly 50 years.  

Galilee is critically important to Israel in many ways— its Jordan River 
and Sea of Galilee supply more than a third of Israel’s fresh water; its 
fertile valleys put food on the nation’s table; its shrines and ancient cities 
serve as a storehouse of the Jewish spirit.  Galilee also contains the 
heaviest concentration of Arabs in Israel, many of whom were displaced 
by the war of 1948 but remained within the new state instead of $eeing 
to neighboring lands.  For these Arabs the prospect of a larger peace 
between Israel and its neighbors brings a new urgency to their long 
struggle with the state over the rights of citizenship.

e 450,000 Arabs in Galilee are a diverse group—most are Muslims, 
with minorities of Christians and Druze.  Some 50,000 are Bedouin.  But 
all are caught in this dilemma:  ey are outsiders, non-Jews in a nation 
that de%nes itself as the home for all Jews.  And, in a country that has 
fought six wars against Arab nations and lost thousands of lives to Arab 
terrorists, they are still considered by many to be potential enemies.  
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e 447,000 Jews of Galilee are also a study in diversity.   ere are 
Ashkenazic Jews of European origin, Sephardic Jews from North Africa 
and the Middle East, and black Jews from Ethiopia.  ere are Jews from 
America, Jews from Iraq, Jews from the Caucasus, and many thousands 
of Jews from Russia.  ere are ultra-religious Jews, secular Jews who 
rarely set foot inside a synagogue, and Jews of a hundred variations in 
between.   ey mostly live in separate communities and don’t agree on 
much except the most important thing of all:  ey are Jews in the 
homeland of Jews, and they are here to stay.  

e glue binding all these lived together into the human mosaic of 
Galilee is very thin.  And, as we would discover, it doesn’t take much to 
shake the pieces loose, along cracks le over from 1948, when the Jews 
and Arabs of Galilee went to war.  “Ninety-nine percent of the time 
Arabs and Jews in Galilee are scrupulously correct in their behavior,” 
warned Arnon Soffer, an Israeli geographer.  “It’s that other one percent 
that will give you a glimpse of the volcano we’re sitting on.”

No one knows this better than Palti Sella, a Galilean Jew of the older 
generation—the one that knew Palestinians before the war as neighbors 
and friends.  When Palti was a boy, his younger brother contracted a 
severe eye infection.  He needed an operation to save his sight, but Palti’s 
parents were poor farmers who didn’t have the two British pounds to pay 
the surgeon.  In stepped one of their Arab neighbors, Ahmed Zuabi, who 
lent the money.  is was 1922, and Palti was just old enough to be 
trusted to deliver installments on the loan.

“One of my earliest memories was walking barefoot up the mountain to 
pay Zuabi the 20 shillings or whatever my father could afford to send,” 
Palti recalls.  “By the time we paid it off, I was practically a member of 
the family.”

Today Palti is a tall man with a big so laugh.  He wears his 76 years 
proudly, his trousers loose, his gray hair short like a pelt.  His burdens 
are carried with a slow dignity down the streets of Afula, the Jewish 
market town where he lives. And though his chronically sore feet have 
forced him into a pair of checkered $annel bedroom slippers, he was 
always glad to fold his big frame into the passenger seat of my jeep and 
set out on some adventure.
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“Where to, Mr. Don?” he’d rumble, turning slowly to face me with a 
merry look.  “As usual, America drives,” he’d say.  “And Israel goes along 
for the ride.”

One day Palti took Annie and me to Dahi, an Arab village up the 
mountain from Afula, to meet Mustafa Zuabi and his family, 
descendants of the man who saved his brother’s eyesight.  Mustafa, a 
stately, keen-eyed old gentleman in a white kaffiyeh, or traditional head 
covering, greeted Palti warmly at the door in Arabic and welcomed us 
into his home.  Mustafa’s four grown daughters—all in their 30s— 
whisked Annie off to the kitchen, where they were already preparing 
food for us.  I joined the men in the another room and listened as Palti 
and Mustafa, reclining on couches, tossed genial insults at each other 
across the cold tiled of the living-room $oor.

“Abu Muhammad, I’m concerned for your health,” Palti said to Mustafa 
in Arabic.  “Are the girls feeding you properly?”

“I’m well, thank you.  And your feet, Palti?  Have you hired this man to 
drive you?” he asked, nodding in my direction.

“Abu Muhammad is wealthy in daughters,” Palti said to me.  “Next time 
you come, please bring %ve or six grooms with you.  Even Jewish ones 
will do.”

“If all Jews were like Palti, we would have no problem,” Mustafa said, 
turning serious.  “He makes bad jokes, but this you should know:  Palti 
Sella saved us.”

In the summer of 1948, Palti Sella was in a unique position to save them, 
thanks to the $uent Arabic and knowledge of Arab culture he picked up 
from the Zuabis.  He was serving as a senior officer in the Haganah, the 
Jewish militia battling troops from %ve Arab countries that had attacked 
the new State of Israel.  Initially outnumbered, the Haganah was better 
organized than its foes and soon gained the upper hand, conquering 
Palestinian villages one by one and usually expelling the residents or 
panicking them into $ight.  
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Dahi’s time came in June, during a Haganah sweep through lower 
Galilee.  Prime targets were the seven Zuabi family villages around 
Afula.  Hours before the attack was to begin, Palti intervened and 
persuaded the Haganah to spare them.  

Ahmed Zuabi was so grateful to Palti that he made him his kin—among 
the highest honors an Arab can bestow—and ceremoniously added his 
name to the official sheepskin detailing the Zuabi family tree.  

“irty-%ve years ago,” said Mustafa, “I told my cousin Palti that peace 
would come to this land.  Because if one Arab and one Jew can be 
friends, there’s hope for all of us.”

We made a home for ourselves among the Jews, settling into an 
apartment at Maagan, a Jewish kibbutz, or communal farm, on the south 
shore of the Sea of Galilee.  Annie and I had brought our two small 
children, Lily and Charlie, and a kibbutz seemed like an ideal place to 
live while exploring Galilee.  

Our neighbors were up before the sun; by seven the rowdy sidewalks were 
full of barefoot kibbutznik kids scrapping their way to school and adults 
on aging bicycles with fat tires.  Engines roared to life.  Men in old blue 
work clothed piled onto flatbed trucks and rumbled out into the fields, 
their hard hands and arms still smarting from yesterday’s battle with the 
bananas and dates.  Others filed into the dairy or gathered themselves for a 
day in the ostrich pen, collecting the eggs that fetch some $175,000 a year 
in export income from Europe and the United States.

From our doorstep it was 20 miles south to the Green Line separating 
Israel from the occupied West Bank, 27 miles north to the Lebanese 
border, and only two miles southeast to Jordan.  Syria was just over the 
next hill, which happens to be the Golan Heights, Syrian territory until 
Israel captured it, along with the West Bank and Gaza Strip, in the Six 
Day War of 1967.  e Golan’s strategic position overlooking Galilee 
makes it a great vantage point from which to lob an occasional artillery 
shell at a neighbor or pick him off his tractor with a high-powered ri$e- 
which is what the Syrian military regularly did until 1967 and why so 
many Jews in Galilee are against returning the Golan to Syria, a sworn 
enemy.  It’s also why all kibbutzim near any of these borders are part 
farm and part fortress.
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Maagan’s perimeter is protected by an eight-foot barbed-wire fence, 
antitank embankments, a series of bulletproof watchtowers painted 
gunmetal gray, and an armed guard who mans the front gate and checks 
all who come and go.  Tucked between Maagan’s residential buildings are 
22 bomb shelters, and if you stand on shelter number 7 next to the 
kindergarten, you can see Jordan, which the PLO used as a base of 
operations for attacks against Israel between 1967 and 1970.

“It was bad with the Syrians, but those PLO days were the worst,” 
remembers Estée Ben-Shoshan, who came to Israel in 1949, the year 
Maagan was constructed amid the rubble of a large Arab village, 
Samakh, destroyed in the 1948 war.  “Our children grew up sleeping in 
bomb shelters,” she said.  “And my husband, Amnon, was shot in the 
back one night by the PLO as he was driving the road to Bet Shean.  He 
recovered, but for two months he hung between life and death.”

A delicate woman with graying red hair and the strong, lyrical spirit of a 
songbird that lived through a hurricane, Estée is an artist—a painter and 
sculptor—although her job on the kibbutz is making and mending 
children’s clothes.  It’s a measure of Galilee’s peace in recent years that 
Estée has been allowed by the kibbutz leadership to use number 18 
bomb shelter as a warehouse for her paintings.  

Like Israel itself, Kibbutz Maagan serves as a refuge for Jews who lived 
through the Holocaust.  Many of the old folks here—Chava the 
seamstress, Iejo the gardener, Mondie the %nancial planner, Ruth in the 
laundry with her Auschwitz tattoo—survived the Nazi camps.  Estée was 
12 years old when the Germans swaggered into Hungary and ordered 
the government to round up Jews.  She was one of the lucky ones sent 
not to a death camp but to a labor camp in Austria, where one of her 
jobs was collecting dead bodies in a factory bombed by the Allies.  “I 
can’t describe that terrible smell,” she says soly, “and I will never be able 
to wash it away.”

I asked a Galilean Jew once why these kibbutzniks stayed, even during the 
worst of the sniping and terrorism.  “Because there’s nowhere else to go,” 
he said simply.  “This is the cloud that hangs over every Jew in Israel.”
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One month into our journey a heat wave accompanied by a strange 
cloud of dust settled over Galilee, which gave the entire region a muffled 
and dispirited feel.  Our friends the kibbutzniks used the Arabic word 
khamsin (%y) for this weather and reported that it had blown in from 
the deserts beyond Syria, where it was said to occur 50 days a year.  e 
khamsin cloaked the landscape in an evil yellowish haze that made it 
impossible to see even the Golan Heights, or the water slides and tourist 
restaurants lining the lakefront road to Tiberias.  As it turned out, this 
khamsin was nothing compared with the days ahead.

School let out early on the eve of Holocaust Remembrance Day—April 6, 
a Wednesday—in the quiet Galilee town of Afula.  Just down the road 
and around the corner from Palti Sella’s house, Jewish students from two 
nearby junior high schools chatted and laughed as they waited for a bus 
to take them home.  Asher Attia pulled bus number 340 up to the curb 
and prepared to take on passengers.  As he opened the door, a light-blue 
Opel swung in front of the bus as if to park.  en its driver pushed a 
button on a metal box, connected by a wire to a bomb strapped behind 
the rear seat.

By the next morning, when Annie and I arrived on the scene, all Israel,  
and much of the world, knew the gruesome details.  Eight people died 
and more than 40 were wounded in the explosion, which the bomber 
intensi%ed by placing two gas canisters and a bag of eight-penny nails in 
the car.  e driver, who was also killed, was identi%ed as a young 
Palestinian from the West Bank.

A terrorist group called Hamas, which considers all of former Palestine 
sacred Islamic territory, claimed responsibility for the attack and vowed 
that it was the %rst of many, to avenge an act of terrorism committed by a 
Jewish extremist just weeks before—the massacre of dozens of Arab 
worshipers in a Hebron mosque.  Both acts were intended to sabotage 
the peace negotiations.

By 9 a.m. a full-throated mob had taken over Afula’s main street and was 
already hoarse from chanting “Mavet la Aravim! Death to the Arabs!”—
led by right-wing agitators who had sped here during the night, media at 
their heels, to focus local rage against Prime Minister Rabin and the 
peace process.  “You don’t mean your neighbors, do you?” I asked a tall, 
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dark-skinned man in the crowd.  “All Arabs!” he snapped, his face 
contorted with rage.  “Death to all Arabs!”

We went to see our friend Palti Sella.  e bus driver killed in the attack 
was his neighbor, and Palti, who has seen so much death in his life, knew 
some of the schoolchildren who had been killed or injured.  “is kind 
of killing is nothing but evil,” Palti said, liing his old hands in 
exasperation.  “Where is God?”

We went for a drive and found ourselves on the on the road to Dahi, the 
village of the Zuabi.  We saw no police, only anxious Arabs who stopped 
what they were doing at the %rst sight of our jeep and studied us 
carefully as we passed.  Only when they saw Palti inside did they relax.

We talked to the Zuabis in their living room.  “Everyone here is afraid,” 
said Fatina, the eldest of the four sisters.  “It is a sad and terrible thing 
this man has done.  Both Arabs and Jews have children.  We know how 
much they are hurting right now.”

e Zuabis depend on food stores in Afula, and I asked when they 
would again feel safe shopping there.  “Not today, not tomorrow,” Fatina 
said.  “Maybe not for a long time.”

I saw things differently aer that.  My family was here with me.  
Knowing that terrorists had sworn to strike again, and that it might 
happen anywhere, at any time, had a clarifying effect on my senses.  
Suddenly the Arab hitchhiker carrying a paper bag, whom I would have 
picked up a week ago, didn’t get a ride.  e unattended briefcase at the 
next table whose owner disappeared became a cause for alarm.  Buses 
and bus stops were avoided.  I felt grateful for the kid soldiers with old 
eyes who are everywhere in Galilee, M16s and Uzis slung over their 
shoulders, thumbing rides.  When my daughter’s kindergarten took a 
%eld trip, I was glad they were accompanied by an escort with a gun.

I was not alone.  “Life in Israel is always stressful, but this is the worst,” 
said Ayelet Weinstock, one of our kibbutz neighbors, a young social 
worker whom I liked a great deal for her openness and warmth.  Just that 
day, she said, she had picked up two Israeli soldiers who were 
hitchhiking to Zefat.  Aer one of them got out, she noticed that the 
second, wearing sunglasses, looked like an Arab.  Scenarios $ashed 
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through her mind:  He might have stolen the uniform or mugged a 
soldier to get it.  “By the time we got to Zefat, I could hardly breathe I 
was so nervous.  It was the longest ride of my life.  at’s the thing about 
terrorism—it destroys your trust and your peace of mind.”

It also destroys progress on that bridge to peace between Israeli Arabs 
and Jews.  Many Galileans quietly express hope that one day it will be 
built.  But terrorism tends to cleave Galilee exactly in two:  You are an 
Arab or you are a Jew.  Period.  Nothing in between.  

I, of course, was in between, and %nally beginning to understand what 
life is like for the people here.  When fear is ever present, whom do you 
trust?  Suddenly it made sense that various subgroups in Galilee occupy 
separate villages, living not so much side by side as back to back.  At 
times like this, I realized, those villages are safe havens, where people 
bunker down with those they trust.  To our nervous neighbors on the 
kibbutz, my subsequent forays into Arab villages must have looked like 
ventures into enemy territory.

“YOU WANT TO DRINK COFFEE?” Abu Ghanem asked, his heavy brown 
eyes suddenly urgent with the hosting instinct, which is powerful in all 
Arabs and absolutely overwhelming in heavyset men over 50.  We were 
standing in a bean %eld next to a highway north of Nazareth, miles from 
the nearest kitchen or restaurant.  “Certainly, Abu Ghanem,” I said.  “But 
where?”

“One moment please, you will see,” he said with a wink and began 
foraging between waist-high bean plants on this, his own little piece of 
Israel—a quarter-acre plot he bought years ago from an old Arab who 
didn’t own a cat and was tired of hitchhiking back and forth to his land.  
Abu Ghanem comes here every aernoon to shake off the noise and 
confusion of downtown Nazareth, where he lives, and return to the soil 
where he grew up.  

His roots are actually a few miles away—in Saffuriyya, an Arab village of 
4,000 people that was conquered and destroyed by Jewish forces in 1948.  
Earlier Abu Ghanem had shown me stones that were his boyhood home, 
now strewn among pine trees planted by the government aer the war.  
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Bending over his bean plants, Abu Ghanem suddenly gave a shout and 
held up what he’d been searching for—a blue propane tank.  “Now we’re 
in business,” he said, and beckoned me toward a pair of pomegranate 
trees at the edge of his %eld.  Beneath the trees, he proudly offered me a 
seat—a gray plastic chair discarded from a bus stop—and plucked a dish 
drainer containing a white coffeepot and four ceramic cups from the 
branches overhead.  He %lled the pot with water from a plastic jug and lit 
the propane burner.  From his truck he produced a bag of coffee and, 
with a $ourish, measured out three generous spoonfuls and dumped the 
into the water, adding sugar when it started to boil.  With a sly smile he 
%lled two cups with the dark, rich liquid and presented one to me with 
both hands, as if it were a jewel.

“A touch of civilization,” he said with great satisfaction.  “Even here in 
the wilderness.”

“Why not build yourself a little shed for all this?” I asked.  He wagged his 
%nger and explained that he is prevented from building so much as a 
storage shed on his property by one of the many statutes Israel enacted 
aer 1948 to establish control of its new territory.

By itself, this law is a nuisance that limits a farmer’s productivity, not to 
mention his hospitality.  But combined with other regulations and 
unwritten codes effectively limited everything from Abu Ghanem’s 
education to his eligibility for jobs and bene%ts—in a nation whose every 
institution is expertly designed to ensure Jewish success—it adds up to a 
system that strips Israel’s Arab citizens of dignity and power over their 
own lives.

“Fiy years aer the war, Jews still see us as enemies,” Abu Ghanem said.  
“It makes me angry and sad at the same time.  I, whose father, whose 
grandfather, whose great-grandfather lived on this land, am the outsider.  
I feel like a foreigner in my own country.”

As April reeled off one hot, dry day aer another, the lush greens of 
Galilee faded to yellow and %nally settled into a glossy biscuit brown, the 
color of summer.  e shock waves of fear also subsided, although even a 
novice ear like mine could detect echoes now and then on the crowded 
streets of Tiberias—a discussion between two young women waiting for 
a bus over which part of the vehicle (front, middle, or back) was safest, 
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a distant muffled blast that meant another abandoned briefcase had been 
destroyed by the police.

ough edged with fear, life went on.  I even began taking my children 
to Tiberias again, which was always an experience.  e town’s 36,000 
people are mainly Sephardic Jews, who bring to Israel the dark skin and 
exotic bazaar manners of North Africa and the Middle East.  One 
morning, my %ve-year-old daughter, Lily, and I went to town early and 
wandered through the city’s old market, where both the produce and the 
soul of Galilee were on display.  

Fishermen up all night on the Sea of Galilee were hawking their catch on 
sidewalks made silver with stacked %sh.  Lily’s eyes grew wide as we 
came upon a thick little woman in a $oral scarf bartering angrily with a 
%sherman, occasionally smacking him with a %sh to drive home her 
point.  “What was that all about?” we asked aer she had huffed off.  “She 
says I owe her one more %sh for that price,” he laughed.  “at’s Israel— 
push, push, push.”

Lily rode my shoulders as I waded into a crowd, $owing past tables full 
of luscious fruit—strawberries, dates, oranges, lemons, %gs.  A dapper 
old fellow in a mustache and black beret took a shine to Lily and $ipped 
a banana in our direction.  I caught it; swarthy faces turned to see, 
grinned, shouted their applause.  I peeled the fruit and passed it into her 
dimpled hands.  

Later we sat in a shady restaurant at water’s edge and tossed chunks of 
pita bread to the hungry gulls that always seem to hover over anyone 
eating on the Sea of Galilee.  In the blue distance, one of the wooden 
“apostle” boats, Mark, looked like something out of the %rst century as it 
moved toward Capernaum with a crowd of tourists.  “Was Jesus Jewish?” 
my daughter asked, and I did my best to explain.  Days like this didn’t 
come oen, but they were a welcome break from the long stretches when 
all I ever seemed to hear were sad stories and the gnashing of teeth.

FROM A MILE AWAY, an Arab village in Galilee looks like a limestone 
formation, a jumble of cream-colored stones on a dusty hillside; entering 
it feels like being lured into a concrete-block fun house %lled with 
brown-eyed kids and noise and laundry strung from porches and things 
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gone haywire and whole sprawling piles of un%nished business.  Streets 
are dusty and narrow, laid out with a logic that doubles back and then 
goes nowhere.  Driving in Ibillin, a village of 8,200 people in western 
Galilee, was like this:  I was forever climbing a hill and running out of 
road, or entertaining spectators on balconies by trying to follow a street 
that narrowed to an alley, then to a sidewalk, then ducked behind a wall.  
I tried half a dozen times to %nd Mu%d Qassoum’s house and never 
made it once, even with good directions.  I usually had to pick up a little 
soccer player to guide me.

“Listen, every Jew in America or Russia or Ethiopia or Argentina has 
more rights in this country than we do,” declared the 35-year-old teacher 
and community organizer, opening what was to be a series of long, 
intense dialogues over several weeks.  “When he takes his seat on the 
plane, when he even makes up his mind to come here, he automatically 
goes to the head of the line for everything—education, housing, 
%nancing, jobs.”

Jewish leaders are quick to point out that Israeli Arabs enjoy a higher 
standard of living than do Arabs in many other countries.  But these 
facts remain:  More than a third of Israeli Arab families live below the 
poverty line.  A large percentage of Arab college graduates in Israel are 
underemployed.  My part-time interpreter, Kamel, was one, despite a 
degree from a top American university and $uency in four languages.  
Standing at the end of the hiring line behind thousands of immigrants 
from Russia and Ethiopia, Arabs in Galilee do the jobs nobody else 
wants to do.  ey clean the hotel rooms, build the houses, pump the gas, 
and bring in the crops.  Last I heard, my friend Kamel was working as a 
stock clerk.

Arab public schools are %nanced at half the level of Jewish schools.  e 
gap is narrowing under the current government, but a quick tour of any 
Arab village school shows how far they have to go.

One of Ibillin’s three elementary schools, for example, serves 600 pupils 
without heating or air-conditioning.  Its “library” consists of three 
rickety metal bookcases in the back of a home economics classroom, 
stocked with titles such as Dean’s Annual for Boys (1961), e Joy of 
Knowledge (1976), Katie and the Computer (1979), and a series of 
Egyptian paperback detective novels.  e school has one television, 
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one videocassette player, and a handful of computers, woefully outdated. 
Each student gets 45 minutes of computer time twice a month, every 
other year.

“By the time they graduate,” said the sad-eyed teacher who led me 
around, “we want them to know at least what a computer is and how it 
works. Also, how to type.”

“Sometimes it just feels like everything’s against us,” Mu%d said at the 
end of one particularly long day.  “My father is of the generation that 
never opened their mouths.  I am educated, and I learned to open my 
mouth.  My son may not be as patient as my father and me.  He may 
learn to throw stones instead.”

e Arab community in Galilee bears some responsibility for its 
dilemma.  Israeli Arabs do vote—but unity usually escapes them, and 
political activity in the villages tends to be fractious squabbling among 
the leaders of various extended families over the little power that Israel 
does grant the village.  Rising above these blood alliances, or banding 
together to demand more from the state, is practically an alien concept.  

Therefore it came as a shock to most most Israeli Jews when the Arabs of 
Galilee put aside their bickering in 1976 and stood up to confront them.  
What wasn’t a surprise was the issue that brought them to their feet:  land.

Israel had been con%scating Arab land since 1948, when it began seizing 
the homes and land of Palestinians who $ed the Jewish militia.  e 
1970s brought a new wave of land seizures, as Jewish planners, alarmed 
by regional demographics that showed a growing Arab advantage, 
especially in mountainous central Galilee, sought to “Judaize” the region 
by bringing in thousands of Jews to development towns such as Maalot 
and Karmiel.  

But in 1976, aer the state announced plans to seize even more land for 
development—some 5,000 acres of Arab-owned or -worked farmland 
between the large Arab villages of Sakhnin and Arrabe—something 
snapped. Arab leaders called for a general strike of protest.  On March 30 
police and soldiers clashed with Arab demonstrators in several villages, 
and by the end of the day six Arabs were dead, 70 injured,  and 60 
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arrested. Ever since, Palestinians have observed March 30 as Land Day, 
to commemorate all they have lost.  

For the Arabs of Galilee, Land Day 1994 was charged with special 
meaning.  For the %rst time in history Palestinian Arabs were getting 
land back from Israel—the Gaza Strip and Jericho in the West Bank, 
thanks to the peace negotiations—and the mood was one part de%ance, 
two parts euphoria.  Annie and I spent the day in Sakhnin and Arrabe, 
being swept through the streets by thousands of chanting demonstrators, 
many of them wearing the Palestinian colors—red, green, black, and 
white—or waving the once banned Palestinian $ag.  Israeli police have 
learned to stay out of these villages on Land Day, settling for barricades 
on the roadways between them, but the day’s message could not be 
contained:  Arabs inside Israel have a score to settle too.  Emboldened by 
the new atmosphere of peace, they are openly embracing an identity 
they’ve kept hidden away for nearly 50 years.  

is is what frightens geographer Arnon Soffer, who fervently supports 
Judaism, the deliberate effort to attract more Jewish settlers to Galilee 
and ensure Arabs don’t outnumber Jews.  In 1991 this 30-year campaign 
%nally gave Jews a slight majority in Galilee—an advantage lost the 
following year and almost sure to slip further away as traditionally large 
Arab families continue to grow.  Sensing the mood in Arab villages, 
Soffer foresees “more and more friction between Arabs and Jews, more 
demands for Arab autonomy and self-determination.”

To its credit, Rabin’s government has committed itself to achieving full 
civic equality for all its citizens.  But it will take time for good intentions 
to translate into roads and sewers and schools in Arab villages.  Even 
that, in Soffer’s opinion, will merely postpone the demand for autonomy.  
In the meantime, his recommendation still stands:  Bring more Jews to 
Galilee.

e problem is jobs. Jewish Galilee is mostly farmers in valleys and 
professionals on hilltops, and only so many people are willing to 
commute long distances to Haifa over two-lane mountain roads.  

Enter Stef Wertheimer, a 68-year-old industrialist and entrepreneur from 
Nahariyya who has created a high-tech heaven in the hills of upper 
Galilee. Tefen is a complex of 50 light-manufacturing %rms (electronics, 
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aeronautics, plastics, machine tools) clustered in a meticulously planned 
industrial park where abstract sculptures adorn the lawns and music %lls 
the factory air.  Wertheimer specializes in %nding bright young 
entrepreneurs who thrive in this environment, seeding their handiwork 
with capital and advice, and helping them %nd overseas markets for their 
products.  is is his version for the future of Israel—a “new Zionism” to 
replace the farms and fortresses of the previous, worn-out version.  

“It’s time for Israelis—both Arabs and Jews—to stop looking backwards,” 
he said.  “Instead, I say let’s get up early and make a product.  Declare a 
truce, then begin to %ght a new enemy—overseas competition and on-
time delivery to Japan or Europe.” Right now products made at Tefen 
earn 500 million dollars a year in export income, half of Galilee’s total.  
Wertheimer %gures to reach two billion dollars in ten years, generating 
jobs and opportunities for Jews and Arab alike.  

at hasn’t happened yet, as even an optimist like Wertheimer will 
admit.  Not one of Tefen’s companies is owned, or run, by an Arab, and 
only 15 percent of its workers are Arab.  “Tefen is great for them, but 
what about us?” asked a man in a nearby Arab village. “We need a 
Tefen too.”

My last weeks in Galilee were spent searching for the bridge to peace I’d 
come here hoping to %nd, although aer the bus stop bombing, goodwill 
seemed to take a vacation.  ere were still signs of hope—an idealistic 
teacher here, a social worker there, a university program, a cross-cultural 
newsletter.  I was especially touched by a group of two dozen high school 
students, Israeli Arabs and Jews, who belonged to an organization called 
Youth Who Sing a Different Song.

Alarmed by the hatred stirred up aer the bombing, they set up a 
roadside tent near Afula to collect names on a petition for peace.  I 
joined them one aernoon and got a taste of the gestures and verbal 
abuse $ung from passing cars.  Over two days, they did manage to gather 
87 signatures, which they sent to Prime Minister Rabin with a letter 
urging him to continue the peace process.  But overall it was a 
disheartening experience.  “ey want to be bridges to peace,” sighed 
their adult leader.  “But reality is stronger than their hopes.”
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Everyone in Galilee has been a victim of that reality.  Most have 
grievances that time has concealed.  But the longer I stayed the more I 
could sense them—the underlying fractures in a country that since its 
founding has been, in the words of David Grossman, an Israeli author, 
“hard and twisted, like scar tissue on a bone that was broken and badly 
set.”  Will it take a miracle to heal?

Our route to Tel Aviv, and home, led one last time through Afula—
down the tree-lined main street and past the bus stop, now familiar 
territory, where the car bomb had gone off.

ere was practically no sign that here, less than a month before, eight 
innocent people had been murdered by a terrorist, or that dozens of 
others had been horribly injured.

Six shiny new orange plastic seats were perched, all in a row, to replace 
those that had been blown to bits.  ree of them, in fact, we’re occupied 
at the moment by Jewish students—visibly anxious teenagers in blue 
school uniforms, two girls and a boy with glasses, waiting for a bus with 
backpacks in their laps.  Only an ugly black scorch mark on the road in 
front of them testi%ed to what had happened here, and the rain had 
already begun to wash it away.

☯

     June 1995
     ©National Geographic Society
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